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THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE NEW MEXICAN
GREAT HOUSE IN THE NOVELS OF
HARVEY FERGUSSON: A CLASSICAL EXAMPLE

OF ANGLO-AMERICAN ETHNOCENTRICITY

ARTHUR G. PBTIlT

ONE OF THE major subjects in Southwestern literature in recent
years has been the rapid decline of the Hispano position through~
out the Southwest in the years prior to, and following, the Mexican
War; No. modern writer has excavated the crumbling ruins of the
great houses of New Mexico with more thoroughness than the late
Harvey Fergusson (1890-1971). Fergusson's career as a South~
western writer spanned more than one-quarter century and was -hy
no means confined to filling in the foundations of the New
Mexican great house and offering commentary on how and why
they were brought down. The central theme in all his Southwestern novels-a theme that amounted to an article of faith-is that
man must contInually struggle to fulfill his personal "destiny."
"Destiny" and "Fate" were critical words in Fergusson's vocabulary. Each of his major protagonists seeks to fulfill his independent destiny by staking out a personal preserve of power; The indispenSable ingredient in the struggle for power is the competitive
spirit. "Destiny," "Conquest," and "Kingdom" forni the combative
trinity before which Fergusson's admirable protagonists bow down
in homage,payingheed to such guiding commandments as power
and position, duty and responsibility, initiative and ambition, enterprise and energy. His less ambitious characters- are drifters,
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loafers, and those who allow themselves to be conquered. Most of
Fergusson's Anglo-Saxon characters are men of patient courage and
conviction with more than a touch of the old-time heroics about
them. They labor to "conquer" something or someone, sometimes
ona grand scale, sometimes on a small one. The conquest may
consist of besting a male adversary or a female temptress; or it may
consist of accumulating land, money, political power, or social
prestige. Whatever the impetus, the accomplishment is both a
Illeans of personal fulfillment and-since man's natural impulse is
to stniggle toward the attainment of a difficult objective-an end
in itself.
In Fergusson's world not all cultures or ethnic groups are equally
gifted with the competitive spirit necessary to achieve power and
destiny. The characters in his books who seem to have less than his
full sympathy are either footloose misfits (often likeable but irresolute Irishmen) who wander through the Southwest seducing
women, or lazy Spanish-American ricos who amble through life
with no deeply felt goals and no conscious or directing purposes.
Indeed, racial conflict lies at the center of several of Fergusson's
Southwestern novels. Within that framework, the decline and fall
of the New Mexican great house provides the focus for each of
these novels-the action, the resolution, and the philosophicaldirection. In five novels spread over thirty-two years; Fergusson
honed to perfection his theme that the great houses of New Mexico
fell because the ricos were incapable of competing with the AngloSaxons-an assumption that reflects a Widely held Anglo-American
view. For Fergusson, the downfall of the ricos and the destruction
of their great houses was the result of complex social and economic
pressures which were beyond the power of the ricos to contest,
largely because these pressures were part of the Anglo-Saxon design of destiny while they were entirely alien to the New Mexican
ricos' pattern of society.
The central theme of Fergusson's great house novels is the social
and financial take-over of New Mexico by the destiny-minded
Anglo-Saxon trapper, or trader turned rancher, or merchant capitalist. In Wolf Song (1927), the first of a trilogy spanning one-
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half century in historical dme, the hero Sam Lash, "blonde buck in
hickory and homespun," is the archetypal mountain man who
traps beaver illegally, scalps Indians, drinks blood from slaughtered
horses while passing through dry country, and eats mules in the
winter when rations run low. Riding into Taos about 1830 with a
year's cache of furs taken from Mexican territory without a license,
Lash barges through a cockfight in 'the jammed street, scattering
chickens and Mexicans right and left, shouting: "Out of the way,
you greasers! ... Wash off the red stain of alegria that saves your
faces from the sun and . . . get ready for the big doin's." Thrown
into panic by this "hard-bitten, hazard-loving" gringo, the soft and
fat natives of Taos can do nothing but take shelter behind the
town's thick adobe walls that give off a "peculiar defiant stench of
life lived in sensuous untroubled squalor/' and pray for the day
when the buckskin barbarian will ride out of town.!
One of the New Mexican families so afflicted is the wealthy
Salazars who divide their days between sleeping,. praying; and
drinking endless cups of sweet chocolate beady with fat. Lola
Salazar, lovely white virgin of eighteen, is bound contractually to a
silk-suited rico aptly named Ambrosio Gutierrez, who squats "on
his purple hams" by the hour, singing verses about Lola's hair and
eyes, gradually working down as far as her arms where he is compelled by custom to halt and work back up again. Later, in the
evening, Ambrosio leaves Lola fastened to her pedestal and seeks
the sexual license permitted the New Mexican male:
Dressed in purple velvet. trimmed with silver braid, his flaring
trousers slit to show his white. linen drawers, he waltzed nimbly half
the night. Full of' music, wine and. desire he wandered about the
town with his fellows, twanging and singing unde.r windows until he
found a pillow to share. . . . He sinned much and for·the most 'part
pleasantly and every week he muttered in confessional the words that
brought him absolution and smoothed his path to paradise. 2

Lola, displeased with the prospect of marrying into a society that
tolerates male philandering while permitting husbands to sever
their wives' ears if they dare to do the same, peers from her bedroom
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prison one day and catches a glimpse of Sam Lash riding into
town. The two meet at a fandango which turns into a gringogreaser showdown,s and both fall in love at once-Lola with Lash's
blondness, strength, and rough ways; Lash with Lola's un-Mexican
fairness and stature. Protected by a phalanx of armed trappers;
Lash kidnaps the girl and carries her north to Bent's Fort, where
they are married. While he is away on a hunting trip, however, the
male Salazars ride north and repossess Lola, taking her back to her
townhouse prison. Outraged, Lash demands his wife back. On the
surface he pays a heavy price for reunion: the Salazars stipulate
that in exchange for Lola the heretic son-in-law must embrace the
Catholic faith, become a loyal Mexican citizen, and renounce his
wild ways. Actually, Lash gains far more than he loses. Believing
that the large tracts of wilderness land granted them long ago by
the Spanish crown are useless, the Salazars deed to Lash what they
regard as a worthless gift: full ownership and control of these farreaching lands. In doing so they hand over to a gringo upstart, who
has no intention of paying more than lip service to Catholicism
and Mexican citizenship, their last hold on a large part of the
Mexican Southwest.
Two years after he wrote Wolf Song, Fergusson published
another novel, In Those Days (1929), set in Albuquerque one-half
century later in the 1870S and 1880s. The military conquest of
New Mexico is a thing of the past, but the socioeconomic conquest
is proceeding by leaps and bounds. While the Anglo-Americans
sweat in the sun, the ricas wallow in l~ziness, self-pity, and decay.
Young Diego Aragon, heir to more acres than he has bothered to
count or see, passes his days drinking, gambling, and racing a
black stallion up and down the city streets. His one redeeming
trait, a penchant for foolhardy courage inherited from his conquistador forebears, gets him elected sheriff; but his occasional feats of
lone star prowess are offset by long periods of physical stagnation
and bureaucratic ineptitude.
Doling out jobs to relatives and refusing to jail any New Mexican citizen who bears the remotest connection to the prolific clan
of Aragon, Diego also practices a form of· law and order that does
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not comport with the Anglo-Saxon notion of that term. When he
warns an Irish troublemaker to leave town or be killed, .the smalltime badman, too drunk to remember the ultimatum, shoots up the
town and is found the next morning dangling from a rafter in'
front of the jail. Accused of killing the man without a fair trial first,
Diego Aragon is genuinely stunned. His duty, as he saw it, was to
tame the town; and he had performed that duty faithfully.
Beaten badly at the polls when he seeks re-election, Diego is
forced into premature retirement which in tum brings on premature. aging. Trying to compete with the Anglo-American in
romance as he earlier tried to compete in street war, he courts and
marries a blonde gringa who takes him for a ride through the rest
of his inheritance in a matter of months and then divorces him.
With his woman and' money gone, Diego forfeits the last hope of
finding a slot for himself in the Anglo-American system. BorroWing
and drinking heavily, he loses his lean aristocratic bearing, sells
most of his land, and falls heavily in debt. At the end of the novel
Diego Aragon, once-proud descendant of the dons and donas, is
reduced to a fat "greaser" squatting beside a potbellied stove in an
Anglo-American store in the rundown part of Albuquerque, telling
lies about the golden age of the ricos to anyone fool enough' to
listen.
I,n a parting word to the reader Fergusson makes it plain that the
decline and fall of Diego Aragon was a study in miniature of the
decline and fall of the great houses and the ricos who fell with
them. "Diego was not alone in his ruin," Fergusson remarks in the
novel's obituary to the rico race: "almost all of the old Mexican
families had lost their money and land, had fallen to pieces just as
their great houses had done." Like the mighty adobe walls of the
once-great Aragon hacienda, Diego and his kind melted and
crumbled "like sugar." Stripped of their sheep, horses, peons, and
pieces of silver, they fell prey to the Anglo-Saxons because they
lacked business acumen. Therefore thericos of New Mexico had
no serviceable place in the new Southwestern order. 4
The Blood of the Conquerors (192 I ), set in a small Southwestern city that resembles Albuquerque at the tum of the cen-
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tury, is Fergusson's only novel in which a native New Mexican is
the principal character. Ramon Delcasar, last scion of a once-proud
family of ricos who lost most of their land to the Anglo-Americans
through gambling, debt, and foreclosure, is seen by the surviving
Delcasars as the family's last hope for regaining a shred of its
former prestige and power. Lacking land to set the boy up as a
modern lord of the manor, the elder Delcasar sends Ramon to law
school in St. Louis-the first Delcasar in New Mexican history
reduced to practicing a profession. The family strategy is to employ
the talented Ramon to out-Anglo the gringos-to defeat them at
their own game by adopting Yankee principles of labor, thrift, and
material gain. Ramon seems well suited to the task, for Fergusson
reminds us repeatedly that he is no commonplace New Mexican:
tall and gray-eyed, Ramon is "no darker than are many Americans
bearing Anglo-Saxon names."
Returning to New Mexico with several athletic awards, a law
degree, and "a great desire to show the gringos what he could do,"
Ramon meets a lovely and empty-headed New Yark belle named
Julia Roth who is "awfully interested in Spanish people," and sets
himself to the task of amassing enough money and power to sue
for Julia's hand. Standing in his way is fat and wasted old Uncle
Diego Delcasar, a simpering Falstaffian figure who, like Diego
Aragon of In Those Days, began his career as a feared and respected sheriff but soon took to drink, poker, and blonde women,
and now passes his days telling obscene jokes and wenching his
way through the remains of the family fortune with alarming
speed. To shorten the wait for whatever is left of the family estate
when the dissolute Diego dies, Ramon hires a peon to shoot his
uncle from. ambush. The following day the Albuquerque newspapers mourn the passing of "One of the Last Great Spanish
Gentlemen of The Old School."5
Locking his entire $200,000 legacy into a power struggle for
control ofthe upper Rio Grande Valley against an Irish interloper
named McDougall, Ramon travels through the remote Hispano
villages, "preaching the race issue" and shouting, "death to the
gringo!" Then, with growing pangs of conscience, he tells Julia
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Roth's parents that he is not to be confused with "the common
pelados" ,of New Mexico, whose land he is trying to regain from
McDougall, because they once served his family as peons. Dimly
aware of the hypocrisy of publicly championing the Hispano and
privately plotting to marry a gringa, "Ramon fails in the betrayal.
Spumed by the Roths as a member of a tainted race, he abandons
all pretense as a man of the people and loses his Rio Grande
following overnight. Although he brieRy considers carrying off
Julia Roth in the manner of Sam Lash's abduction of Lola Salazar,
Ramon Delcasar is no mountain man. Like the rest of his group,
according to the Fergusson portrayal, he fails through lack oFnerve.
Selling most of his Rio Grande land to his rival McDougall,
Delcasarsplurges on diamonds, fancy clothes, and an expensive car,
rationalizing his crass behavior on the grounds that all men want
the same two things-blonde women. and money~and the only
way to survive is to take advantage of others before they take advantage of you. When Julia Roth inevitably tells Ramon that they
would not have "gotten along or anything" and leaves with her
parents for New York to marry a man of her own ethnic group and
class, Ramon follows the behavior of the uncle he despised and
plotted to kill. When we last see him, he is squatting on the sunny
side of a crumbling wall, in "a position any Mexican can hold for
hours," reading a letter from Julia Roth. BrieRy the letter stirs the
Rames of ambition, reminding Ramon of the contrast between the
once-great house of the Delcasar. family and his own >eroding
adobe shack, and the difference between the blondeJulia ,and his
common-law mestiza wife. 6 But the reminder itself taxes his
vagrant mental powers to the limit:
He saw in imagination 'the endless unvaried chain of his days stretching. before him, and he rebelled against it and knew not how to
break it.. '" He had tasted high aspiration, and desire bright and
transforming, and wild sweet joy. . ',' These things had been taken
away, and. . . he felt that he ought to do something, that he ought
not 'to submit~ But . . ., the spring sunshine soaked into his body. A
faint hum' of early insects lulled him. . . . He grew drowsy; his
dissatisfaction simmered down to a vague ache in the: background
of his consciousness. 7
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More than the Salazars in Wolf Song or Diego Arag6n of In
Those Days, Ram6n Delcasar is Fergusson's personification of the
decline of the New Mexican ricos. For Fergusson, always one of
the Southwest's outspoken champions of thrift and hard work,
Ram6n's decision "to trade hope and hazard for monotonous ease"
was irresponsible and reprehensible. Having aspired to serious
competition with the Anglo-American on the former's own terms,
he met defeat through the economic and emotional limitations and
liabilities of his race. Playing the Anglo-American game was as
disastrous for Ramon Delcasar as it had been for his immediate
ancestors. Since Fergusson's ricos do not come by initiative and
responsibility naturally,S their temporary spurts of energy are unleashed only by ephemeral motives-blonde women, fancy cars and
clothes, and unrealistic dreams of recovering the lost glory of their
race. Once the outside source of inspiration is gone, they revert to
their natural makeup. Longing to be gringos, yet despising themselves for the betrayal of their race, these grandsons and greatgrandsons of the dons finally reveal-according to the author's
analysis-that their veins contain less blood of the conquerors than
of the conquered.
Seen in retrospect, most of Fergusson's novels seem products of
an apprenticeship, a preparation for the climax of his career which
saw the publication of his two finest works, Grant of Kingdom
(1952) and The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954). In the preface
to Grant of Kingdom, Fergusson explained that the book grew out
of "the crumbling ruin of a great house" that he stumbled upon in
a remote valley in northern New Mexico, built by a Franco-American and, even in its decay, standing as a poignant reminder of
the awesome dimensions of the Anglo-American conquest of the
Hispanic Southwest. Like most of Fergusson's work, the characters and plot of Grant of Kingdom are burdened with a wider signi£icance. The novel employs as its unifying agent the history of
an immense Spanish land grant-patterned after the historical
Maxwell grant in New Mexico-and of the four men who struggled
to control it.
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The first of the four conquerors, a half-French, half-Scotch-Irish
trapper named Jean Ballard, meets and cOurts Consuelo Coronel,
daughter 6f one of the three or four richest New Mexicans in the
Taos region who owns fifty thousand horses and cattle and the
grandest great house in northern New Mexico. Consuelo holds the
same pedestal position within the stagnant Coronel family as Lola
held within th~ Salazar family in Wolf Song. Like Lola, she is tall
and fair, her skin "like the petal of a flower, all pink and white,"
with hazel eyes and a voluptuous figure that already suggests
incipient obesity. Like Lola Salazar, too, Consuelo has been betrothed since the age of six to a second cousin, and chafes over the
restrictions imposed by centuries of sexual suppression. TheCoronels, as wary of Ballard as the Salazars were of Sam Lash, try to
discourage the upstart gringo by subjecting' him to tedious hours of
chaperoned courting. As Fergusson explains the rico attitude:
They did not hate him as a person but they hated anything alien.
Faritily was everything to them. Their whole society was a great
family and it was organized to repel intrusion. They did not have to
insult him or reject him or even close a door to him. They could
freeZe him out and wait him out. He might come and sit and sip
chocolate for months and even for years and never pass any of the
barriers of custom and manner that were set up' against him. . . .
When it came to creating a situation full of vague proritiseand polite
delay; the Mexicans were artists. In this respect, as in others, there
was something feminine about all of them. 9

The Coronels realize too late, however, that they have vastly
underrated their personal enemy. Although Ballard sets about
courting Consuelo with the same persistence shown by Sam Lash,
he has far greater patience. Unlike Lash, who took the easy way
out by kidnapping Lola Salazar, Ballard is willing to put up with
the foolish New Mexican courting customs so long as they lead to
the desired end. With the aid of a professi6nal, coyote, a "high-class
pimp" who makes a living acting as intermediary in family disputes/o Ballard brings the Coronels to their knees with the one
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thing holier to the ricas than blood: money. The price he pays in
exchange for buying his way into the Coronel family is the same
small one paid by Sam Lash: nominal conversion to Catholicism
and acceptance of Mexican citizenship. In return Ballard receives
a "grant of kingdom" bestowed upon a Coronel ancestor by the
king of Spain, encompassing two thousand square miles of wilderness. Like Sam Lash, Ballard considers the grant an act of destiny.
With Consuela in tow, he leaves the soft slopes of the Coronel
hacienda to carve a cattle empire out of the harsh wilderness and
to build the same sort of American-style great house that Sam Lash
envisioned at the end of Wolf Song. Raising beef to feed the
Anglo-American miners, cowboys, and storeowners who soon infiltrate the region, Ballard becomes a wealthy man, exercising absolute though benevolent dominion over the English-speaking
ranchers and Spanish-speaking sheepherders who settle nearby. In
its heyday the house of Ballard becomes a social center for the
entire Southwest, presided over by a smiling despot and his thickening wife, who oversees the great house in the style of a great
lady.
Yet Ballard eventually finds that the conversion of his grant
from wilderness to garden has its bitter side. The early years of
building his kingdom, with its simple pleasures of work and thrift,
were the best. The later soft years that bring power and responsibility are less satisfying. Consuela grows fat and is replaced in bed
by a mestiza mistress. Beans and cheap wine give way to imported
Havanas and French cognac, and Ballard finds himself longing for
the younger and harder days. "A great gust of passion and energy
had struck this place," Fergusson writes of the early Ballard years;
then the gust had ''blown itself out and left in its wake the ruin of
a proud house and a legend in the memories of aging men."
Ballard himself, a self-confessed anachronism, finally realizes that
he spent twenty years "destroying one thing while he was building
another." In the name of progress and change he had done what he
could to dismantle the old New Mexican way of life, only to find
that he sorely missed it in old age. Shortly before his death, he
begins to fantasize about an idyllic past which, to his chagrin, he
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recognizes as the New Mexican great-house past that he helped to
destroy. On his deathbed, Ballard pronounces himself a fooP~
Fergusson's last novel, The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954), is
his most distinguished. The story of the mercenary "conquest" of
the drowsing New Mexican village of Don Pedro by Leo Mendes,
Jewish peddler turned storekeeper, is a rare tribute to the largely
ignored merchant who played a sizable role in conquering the
West. It is also Fergusson's most ambitious effort to explain how
and why the ricos of New Mexico were overthrown by the AngloAmerican invaders, and therefore deserves our close. attention.
The plot is disarmingly simple. Leo Mendes, a Portuguese Jew
born on Manhattan's East Side, migrates to the Southwest shortly
after the Civil War to cure his tuberculosis. A gentle and reflective
man of infinite patience and perseverance, Mendes lacks the burly
bravado and braggadocio of~he customary Western hero, including
Fergusson's Sam Lash. In a hind where success is measured by skill
with horses, guns, and women, Mendes rides a burro,· shuns
violence, avoids women most of the time, and refuses to buy or
bully his way into respectability by way of the usual trinity of land,
cattle, and sheep. Instead he gets rich selling merchandise behind
a counter. This mild-mannered man is a new kind of Western
hero, the unsung Jew who regards "all kinds of combat and contention as a gratuitous waste of human energy and peace of mind"
and conquers the country through "a delicate blend of expediency
and compassion." His personal gifts include a dark skin, a capacity
for "taking on the color of his environment without effort and
without conscious intention," and an ability to speak Spanish like
a native-gifts not conspicuous among the Anglo-American settlers
in the Hispanic Southwest. Sometimes taken for a native New
Mexican, Mendes has the good sense not to pretend to be one. As
a reward for his unpretentiousness, he is usually treated as if he
were a native New Mexican. 12
Expediency and comproniise are the keys to Mendes's peaceful
conquest of the aricient and crumbling New Mexican village of
Don Pedro, situated a few miles upriver from El Paso. Founded in
the late 1600s and long isOlated from the centers of Spanish,
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Mexican, and United States authority, the sleepy town has retained an Old World charm-"old walls, old trees, old songs and
stories, old feuds and hatreds." Mendes's "invasion" of Don Pedro
begins innocently enough and with consummate decency. Arriving
in late summer at high noon, he stops short of the town to await
the end of the long siesta hours before disturbing the inhabitants.
111 half~conscious mockery of the fiery conquistadors who came
before him, Mendes rides into battle not with horse and cannon
but with a burro and a handful of trinkets. Against such alien
combinations of patience and persuasion, resistance and resilience,
the New Mexican inhabitants of Don Pedro stand no chance.
Setting up a tienda barata (an economical store) to rival the
tienda de raya (the company store) operated by the region's greathouse baron, Don Agustin Vierra, Mendes undercuts his competitor by lowering prices and extending long-term credit. Later he
makes up the loss by selling beef and grain for high profit to the
United States soldiers at the nearby fort. Within three years his
store is famed throughout the Southwest, serving fully one-third
of the territory of New Mexico. Leo Mendes, former itinerant
peddler, is now Don Leo Mendes who rides a Kentucky pacer,
builds a great house, and forms the same alliance between the
emerging Anglo-American order and the New Mexican ricos as
Ballard did in Grant of Kingdom. Assuming many of the trappings
of the New Mexican gentleman, Mendes comes to represent a kind
of catalytic agency between the two societies. He dines with the
United States soldiers at the nearby fort and also with the ricas of
the RIO Grande Valley-the G6ngoras and the Romeros, the Bacas
and the Sandovals; and, eventually, even the Vierras, who,
through laziness and ineptitude, also fall under Mendes's financial
control. The astonishingly rapid "conquest" of Don Pedro, which
began modestly in the late 1870S as part of Leo Mendes's personal
triumph over his undistinguished past, has expanded by the early
I 880s into the social and financial transformation of a considerable
part of the Mexican Southwest. 13
At the peak of his power Mendes adds insult to injury by taking
Don AgustIn Vierra's wife, Dona Marfa Guadalupe Vierra, as his
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mistress. A hard and bitter woman of .good family, married con-:
tnictually in the full bloom ofyouth and set down inthe middle of
the"heat; flies andJn'dians"; pfsouthein New·Mexico,.Doi\aLupe
is ,already 'beginning to take on the' harsh andwriBkled outlines of
the landscape. To beat back-the erosions orage and boiedom.;she
takes tip With Leo 1V1;endesas the town's single source. of energy
and ambition. The affair isastoriny one. Strong~willedand dis~
satisfied, DonaLupe is even more inercurial than most. New
Mexican :dark ladies, dispensing alternate doses of love and hatred.
that keep Mendes in a constant state of confusion over· what her
next mood will be. Unfettered by puritanical restrictions;' Dona
Lupe is aniasterful artist, oflove; the heir of a "great and ancient
erotic tradition", that begins with "thefiist faint smile of flirtation"
and ends with ,'fthe final spasm.".
She is by no means alQrie. Th<7Jurpulent affair ofLeoMendes
and Dona Lupe Vierra serves, as point of departure for Fergusson's
sweeping generalizations about New 'Mexic:m 'promiscuity and
sexuality; Early in thenovel,shortlyafteraqiving in SaritaFe
fromM~mhattan,.Mendes inadverteptly stum.bles upon apAngl~
American soldiei~md ,aNew Mexican girl grapplingon the gro~nd
in the' main plaza late .atriight, and the "gutteral fury" of their
lovemaking leaves him shaken.. Always inclined to philosophize,
Mendes concludes that the warlike coupling of the s,oldier alld the
whore is nQthing less than th~passionateunion oHwo hostile races,
"as though conqueror and the conquered- struggled violently to
become one." For,,'Fergusson;the sexual behavior of the AngloAmerican conqueror and the New Mexican Gonquered is nothing
less than a,symbolic repetition qf the earlier militaryconquest-tht;
active male role repr~sentingaggressive Anglo-Arneric:m entry, the
female rolere-eh:'lctingthepassiv¢ New Mexican, reception of the
conqueror. SUGh sexual conduct resem.bles a see-saw pa,ttern of love
and hate, desire and disgust. Of ,the two races, h()wever;it. is ;the
conquered· New Mexican who bears Fergusson's stigmata f()f
promiscuo~s behavior. Less inhibited than the Anglcr-Sa)(ons, the
New Mexicans of both ~exesand all cl:lss pr:actice ast:lggepng,
amount of license that bothers no one, even the clergy. Since theSe
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rollickirig children are both passionate alid pious, they are able to
strike a reasonable compromise between eroticism and piety by
sinning six days a week and repenting on the seventh. This convenient custom 'constitutes a mutually advantageous social contract,
bringing pleasure to the people and patronage to the Church. 14
The custom, according to Fergusson, also gets Leo Mendes into
embarrassing financial and social difficulties. As banker, broker,
and lover to the house of Vierra, Mendes soon finds himself
caught up in an ancient feudal order which gives him no peace.
His mistress Dona Lupe delights in reminding him that her husband Don' Agustin, onetime great man of Don Pedro; is now
essentially Mendes's peon. In the process of becoming "deeply
en:tangled in: a prickly thicket of need and desire, of obligation and
demand," Mendes locks himself into a situation which he can no
longer control. The conquering peddler has become the prisoner
of his own conquest, and he pays for it dearly. After a decade of
unbroken prosperity, Mendes makes the mistake of falling in love
with the Vierra's sixteen-year-old niece Magdalena, whom he had
educated as a child into the Anglo-American way of doing things.
Concluding his stormy affair with Dona Lupe, he' marries Mag-o
dalena only to find that he has linked himself with a half-Americanized, half-Hispanicized freak of his own making, ,a complex
woman whose physical and emotional traits range from New
Mexican beauty and passion to Anglo-American intelligence and
ambition. The result is more than Mendes can handle.
Using her liberated status a's the wife of a gringo Jew to rebel
agdinst the dciublesexual standard of New Mexican society, Magdalena Mendes throws elaborate great-house parties and openly
Rirts with her many admirers. One of these, a gun-toting, greaserhating cowboy named Robert Coppinger, woos Magdalena away
from her husband. Faced with his wife's infidelity, Mendes is also
fa~ed with the irony that his career as conqueror has come full
Circle. Ha.vingonce "conquered" the wife of the town's leading
aristocrat, he has now been "conquered" by an Anglo:-Saxon
upstart who, in seducing his wife, replaces Mendes himself as the
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new ruler of the old New Mexican order, of which Mendes himself is now a subsidiary part. 15
Fully aware that- the mantle of conqueror has passed to a younger
and more unscrupulous successor, Mendes makes a characteristic'
compromise. If the greedy Coppinger will consent to surrender the
deed to a nearby saIl' flat which he finagled from the state of Texas
-the one source of salt for all southern New Mexico that has been
used communally for centuries-he can have Mendes's wife. The
salt lick is returned to the territory of New Mexico, and Mendes,
having lost his one close tie to the New Mexican order through the
loss of 'his wife, finally admits to himself that the society of the
ricos~ "with its romantic desperations, its horse pistols and daggers,
its cult of passionate sin and belligerent honor," is not for him
after all.' Like other characters in Anglo-Saxon literature who flee
their horrie ground to live with the natives of a sunbathed paradise
only to find that sunshine and sleep are' not enough; LeoMend~s
quits smalltown life, turns his great house over to Magdalena, and
flees to the Anglo-AmeriCan boomtown of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
where he becomes part owner of a large merchandising firm. For a
man of talent and ambition,the life that momentarily charmed al}d
challenged him eventually proved too confining. 16
.
As a chronicle of the self-sufficient merchant-entrepreneur who
shaped the commercial destiny of the Southwest, The Conquest of
Don Pedro stands alone in American writing-the culmination of '
Fergusson's thirty years' worth of great-house commentary. Th~lt
commentary stretches from trapper Sam Lash's seizure of rico
property, through the loss of the Aragon and Delcasar great~house
estates,to the creation of new gr,eat-househaciendas by trappermerchant Jean Ballard and peddler-merchant Leo Mendes. In
chronology and in degree of commitment ,t~ wresting the great
houses from the native New Mexicans, 'Sam Lash occupies one
end of Fergusson's sociOeconomic spectrum and Leo Mendes the
other, with Ballard in between but closer to Mendes. The most
significant morahtmbiguity' is that both Ballard ~nd Mendes' eventually, c~me to'question their motives, their actions; and the results.
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The point is an unsettling one: it suggests that the more civilized
Fergusson's heroes become and the more complete their conquest
of the old order, the more they long for, what they destroyed and
the more they begin to question what they wrought.
Yet there can be no question that for Fergusson the assets
accrued to the Anglo-American conquest far outstripped the liabilities. His empire builders experience self-doubts, but they do so
precisely because they are men of conscience who realize that the
creation ofa new order is always attended by the destruction of
something worth preserving. That is unfortunate, but the best one,
can hope is to have compassionate conquerors who, like Ballard
and Mendes, leaven the improvements they make with liberal
doses of self-effacing skepticism. The desirability, as well as the
inevitability, of economic and social change is never questioned.
Change, and the rejection of laziness and sloth, are the main
themes in Fergusson'swriting. 17
The question is whether this philosophical stance, as applied to
thericos of New Mexico, was too severe. It probably was. In
assessing the ricos, Fergusson was guilty of positing one set of cultural values, namely his own, to pass judgment on another set. If
we read the Salazars, the Arag6ns, the Coronels, and the Vierras
as representative figures of a cultural group, and Sam Lash, Jean
Ballard, and Leo Mendes as representatives of another, we gain the
impression that the destiny of the Southwest as a region of primitivism or progressivism will be determined by the extent to which
it is seized from the hands of one group and placed in the hands of
the other.
To accuse Fergusson of practicing a conscious code of "racism"
in his thirty-year pursuit of the decline and fall of the great house
is to miss entirely what he was trying to say. It is certainly true that
he did not possess the deep sympathy for the New Mexican people
that other (and lesser) Southwestern writers have displayed in
recent years. Fergusson was concerned primarily with the special
gifts of the Anglo-Saxon race as he saw them, and only secondarily
with the defects of the New Mexican ricos as he saw them. In this
sense, his New Mexican novels are a classical example of Anglo-
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Aniericanethnocentricity; that is, they are novels which convey
the emotional' attitude that one's own race, nation, or cultUre is
superior to all others. 'For FergUsson,' the, economic and cultural
superiority of the Anglo-American over the native New Mexican
was a basic assumption. His great-house writing is really a series of
novelistic sermons about an inevitable social and economic turnover that just happened to be an ethnic one as well. FergUsson
seems to bE; telling us-somewhat bluntly-that regions, like men,
have their life cycles. In the case of New Mexico, one ethnic
group of people stood in the path of another and was removed
from po'wer..,-the tieD permanently, the majority of the Hispanos,
asit turned out, only temporafily.Nowhere in FergUsson's writing
does he s~maware that when the Hispanos became Anglicized,
they might-as they in fact did-compete on an equal basis with
the Anglo·:Amerkans.
The historical value of FergUsson's writings is that they have
accentuated already existing anti-Mexican feelings' among the
Angla:-Americans. Mercifully; FergUsson's death in 1971 largely
.sparedhim' the' spectacle of watching his ethnocentricity crash
down about him in the late J 960s and 1970s. It was during this
period that a sizable number of young Anglo-Americans, especially
college students; began to exhibit certain signs of "decay" much
like that of ~he ricos. In essence the ethnic selectivity of his general
thesi~hasbeen destroyed. Nowhere in his scheineof things is
there ally indication that ail entire generation of Anglo-Americans
might lose their competitive spirit, their drive for power and posi'.
h'·
' 0 f' "D'
. " "C'onquest, "an
d "K'
tlOn,J
elr concept
. estmy,"
'mgdom. " 0 ne
is 'left tospeculat~0f how Fergusson's ethnocentricity 'might have
fared had he written his last novels in the ,early 1970S rather than
the 'early '1950S.Might his artistic integrity have demanded that
he take a se~ond l,oak at his own f\.nglo-Saxon ethnic group as a
"faJlen" one? And, if so; might he also have felt compelled to take
a second look at the ethnic grouphe unwittingly maligned? Speculationaside; the fact remains that fot FergUsson the crux of the
matter was that the New Mexican' rico, with his crumbling great
houses, lacked the competitive spirit that FergUsson viewed almost
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as an Anglo-Saxon monopoly. That the native New Mexican
stood in the path of Anglo-American "Destiny," "Conquest," and
"Kingdom" was not his fault. For Fergusson, it was merely his
misfortune.
NOTES
I. Harvey Fergusson, Wolf Song (New York, 1927), p. 25.
2. Ibid., pp. 12-13,46-60.
3. In Grant of Kingdom (New York, 1950), pp. 128-29, Fergusson relatesan incident similar to the Taos dance hall fight in Wolf Song. When
a pretty Mexican girl shows partiality to an American trapper on the dance
floor,
besotted Mexican rival draws a blade hidden in his sock; the
American simply swings his fist "in good Anglo-Saxon fashion," and boots
the Mexican out of the dance hall.
4. Harvey Fergusson, In Those Days (New York, 1929), pp. 54-55,
145,237-4°.
5· Ibid., pp. 8-90.
6. In Fergusson, In Those Days, p. 44, an Anglo businessman in
Albuquerque warns a friend of the dangers of associating too intimately
with mestiza women: "a Mexican girl . . . don't egg . . . [a man] on
-a white woman would. . . . It's a lazy country and it makes a man
lazy. When everything comes easy you jest rot."
7. Harvey Fergusson, The Blood of the Conquerors (New York,
19 22 ),pp. 51,154,187,264-66.
8. In his nonfictional history of New" Mexico, Rio Grande (New
York, 1933), p. 116, Fergusson elaborates on New Mexican dependency:
"If, you hire a Mexican to work for you he is likely to, regard you as a
potential source of all things needed and to become a somewhat importunate solicitor of favors. Give him half a chance and he will get himself
into your debt and stay there. In a word, he will relapse into peonage."
'9· Fergusson, Grant of Kingdom, pp. 4-6, 12-13,3°-49.
10. '''A coyote, in Mexican parlance, is a negotiator, one who arranges
difficult matters and always for a price. All Mexican society abounds in
coyotes. . . . For the Mexicans, are not a direct people, they are deviously
and elaborately indirect. They love both ceremony and intrigue for their
own sakes, and they hate the blunt and the obvious. . . . Almost anything may be arral1ged in a Mexican town if you can find the right
coyote," Fergusson, Grant of Kingdom, p. 47.
I I ~ Ibid., pp. 50-55,60"87, 108-12, 150-55.
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12. Harvey Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro (New York,
1954), pp. 3- 10.
13· Ibid., pp. 12-15, 23~24, 95-101.
14· Ibid.,pp., 129, 139-53, IT2.- 89·
15· Ibid., pp. 19°-213,249-5°.
16. In. Fergusson~s Footloose McGarnigal(New York, 1930), the hero
Alex McGarnigal, a dissatls~ed employee in a New York engineeripg firm,
flees responsibility and goes West to knock about with a colony of artists
and loaf as a ranger in the Forest Service. Eventually he repents his vagabond ways and prepares to return to New York as a mature and dutiful
man. In The Life of Riley (New York, 1937), p. 59, the likable but dissolute Irishman Morgan RIley who ogles voluptuous New Mexican women,
wishing "that he would become a Mexican, at least for a while-that he
could change his skin and his language and go among Mexican girls-he
knew they were different" is not so fortunate as Alex McGarnigal. By the
time he emerges from dissipation in middle age, it is too late.
17. Fergusson's overriding theme of desirable economic and social
change is-intImately tied to his own family history. His personal hero was
his grandfather, an early trader on the Santa Fe Trail and a successful
merchant-pioneer, and his novels are replete with the type. I am indebted
to James' K. Folsom's summary of Fergusson's career in Harvey FergusSon,
Southwest Writers Series no. 20 (Austin, 1969); pp. 37-40; to William T.
Pilkington, "The Southwestern Novels of Harvey Fergusson," New
Mexico Quarterly 35 (Winter 1965): 331-36; to Cecil Robinson's discussion
of Fergusson in With the Ears of Strangers (Tucson, 1963), pp. 75-77, 8284, 156-59, 297-98; and especially to Robinson's "Legend of Destiny: The
American Southwest in the Novels of Harvey Fergusson," ·The American
West 4 (Nov. 1967): 16-18,67-68.
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generation after the ratificatioIl the
alupeHidalgotheUnited States made oflly a superficial jm~ct
opNew Mexico.,Thefew'Anglo-Americaris who had found'their.
'Wily to the new,terrjtory were either soldieisand governmerit. bffi:.
cialstempOrarily assigl1ed,thereor~mall··merchants; .mIners"and
stockmen. Even as late 'asI88o;personsborn in the.stat~ comprised(less than 9 percent of the population, and only eighty-nine
individtIals: had :e:xer~isedtheirrights, under the·.·Homestead Act
to file on publicdoll1ain landsJInpart, this 'state~ofaffairswas the
piodu~t of-dis,mnce from thenati0l1 al capital, of widespread inisconceptio11sabollt the .nature,of the physical environment and the
n~tiv,e irihabitants, and of- a patronage system thatproc:luced public
qfficials .who were loath to create ,additional problems for themselves' by ::l.pp.earing to i11terfere in .the: affairs of a~ region· whose
citizens were already suspi¢ious and resentful ofoutsjdecbntrol.
Inh~rent in the local s()Cideconomic structure were other factors
whk,h served to delay:the amalgamation of New 'MeXicojnto, the
.c:ompo~ite national ,culture. Although .bks~ed with-an abundan~e
of miner~ls,:NewMexico lacked menof enterprise and capital who
might develop those resources. The total absence ofrailroad fa,cil:hies and a system of poorly'qmstructed roads, .few' of which led
directly to American market cities, inhibited contaetwith the
lal'gecworld:outside; An archaic colonial' societystliltified by the
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patron system was at best an anachronism in nineteenth century
America. The primitive economy rested on village arts and crafts
and home manufactlires. Vast areas of the territory remained unoccupied and unused, except seasonally by shepherds, while
farmers were forced to cluster their irrigated plots adjacent to a few
reliable water courses.
In the older portions of the nation New Mexico, as it existed in
the 1870S, was looked upon as an aberration-its value system totally irrelevant in the Age of Big Business. The not entirely inaccurate stereotype of New Mexico accepted by other Americans was
that of an alien society utterly devoid of even a semblance of the
Calvinistic work ethic. Even after heroic efforts at modernizing the
economy had begun to show positive results, Governor L. Bradford
Prince was forced to admit, "Notwithstanding all that has been
said and Written, the idea is prevalent outside of our own vicinity,
that New Mexico is a land of dry and barren wastes, where there
is little agriculture and no horticulture, where attempts at mining
have been attended by failure and where nature has done almost
nothing to attract or support a population."2
Governor Prince may have been too pessimistic. By 1880 portents of change already were becoming visible. The Santa Fe Railroad had reached New Mexico via Raton Pass. Miners had uncovered impressive deposits of gold and silver~ Cattle barons, who
had previously preempted the Pecos Valley, were extending their
control to the northeastern and southwestern corners of the territory.Merchants were working to establish stronger tieS with
Eastern 'husinessnrms, and capital had begun to trickle in. In 187 I
the legislature chartered the territory's first bank.
Yet, not everyone was committed to the American ideal of
progress. The Hispano, in particular, convinced that his best interests required the preservation of the status quo, used his innate
political talents to oppose or at least delay the dawn of a new social
and econOmic order. By 1880, then, a sharp division had become
apparent, pittingthe newer arrivals who favored rapid and spectacular growth and integration into the national economy, against the
native New Mexitan who only grudgingly accepted· the inevita-
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bilityof change. Much more was at stake in this confliCt than the
economic future of the community......:control of Spanish and Mexiean landgnints; the ability of the native people topreseive their
ethnic heritage; and, though only a few were as yet aware of the
problem,' the need to conserve and nurture 'an extremely' fragile
natural environment. It was in this frame of reference that· the
New Mexico Bureau of Immigration came into existence inI 880.
The primary purpose of the bureau was to break the restricting
chains ofhistory so that the territory might assume its,proper role as
a fully integrated component of the national economy. ,What'Was
deliberately left unsaid (but what was also clearly implied) in the
legal verbiage that breathed life into the bureau was a 'desire to
attract large numbers of American farmers and business men..A
predominantIy,or at least substantial, Anglo-American population
was the key to long-desired, statehood, and statehood was inseparably intertwined with economic progress. In the. 6~al' anal)Isis,
then, the Bureau of Immigration was designed to serve 'as; the
catalyst that would enable an underdeveloped community of
shepherds and subsistence farmers to evolve into a thriving, viable
state in th'eAmerlcan Union.,
, ,On February 15, 1880, a bilI creating a Bureau of Immigration
'passed in the territori~llegislatureby a comfoitable margin'. The act
provided for a board of twenty commissioners to be appointed for
two-year terms 'by the governor, who was himself an ex officio m~,.
ber'of the bureau. It was speci6ed that each of the twelve counties
then in existence must be represented by at least one.commissioner.
Members were to serve without pay, but might be reimbursed for
actual expenses incurred in the pefforrrlance. of official duties. A
secretary appointed by. the commissioners, the only salaried. employee, was to maintain an office in the territorial capital. The legislature initially appropriated $2:,000, per annum for all expenses,
including the sec:retary's salary. The key clause ofthe act speci6ed
that the commissioners were authorized "to prepare .anddisseminate accurate information as to the soil, climate,ffiinerills, resources,' productic)ll and busin~ss of. New 'Mexic9, with ,special
reference to its opportunities for development,' and the' induce-
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ments and advantages which it presents to deSirable immigration
and for the irivestmentofcapital."3
. .
.
" The· first board of commissioners, appointed by Governor Lew
Wallace,asseI11bled in Santa Fe on April 15, 1880, to elect officers,
adopt bylaws; and hire a secretary. Surviving records· indicate that
during thebtireau'sinitialdecade there was a rapid turnover-of
mern:bersand officers. More signifiCantly, during the first three
years four men served brief tenures as secretary; Yet, Wallace'ssuccessor, GoVemor Lionel Sheldon, was enthusiastic in his support
bEthe bUreau and boasted of itsaccomplishI11entsiilhis annual
message in 1882; Immigration was "already considerable," he told
thelegi~la:tors,and iria.nobviotis ploy to win continuing appropriationsforthe bureau, he added thatfurther immigration would "be
limitedonlyby the extentthatinformationof the greatresources of
New Mexico is imparted to the people of the UnitedStates."4
. Some of the legislators, however, did not look upon the bureau
withfrieridly eyes. In 1884 they launched a bitter attack against
the agency with the flat statement that it was "a matter ofpubliC
notoriety" that nothing of real iniportance had been accomplished
by the Bureau of Immigration. This· accusation waS followed by
the more serious charge of flagrant nepotism. Gilbert Scudder, the
appointed secretary of the bureau, was the son-iri-lawo£ W. G.
Ritch; theblireau's president. Furthermore, Scudder was employed
in ·abank owned by Lehman· Spiegelberg, tr~urer of thebui~au.
It
also a mafter of record that the bureau deposited its funds·m
CommissIoner Spiegelberg'sbank. Although· no speeHic charges
wereinstitUted, President Ritch was ordel:ed to prepare statement
detailing expenditur~and outlining aCGomplishments. A· niotiort
that· the Jegislature make a full-scale investigation was defeated,
but only by the narrow marginof onevote. 5 . . . .
..
.
. Ritch promptly issued a report of the actiVities of the bureau,
eIl1phasi~ing its publishing record and including a financ~al state·J;llerit.The report showed that the bureau was solvent, that it had
distti~utedthousa:ndsof pamphlets 3:dvertising. the resources of
~ei:erritory,andthat Scudder had accepted the post of secretary
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ohly,tofill a:vacancy caused by the resignation of the fonner secre:
tai:y.:As a matter offact, Scudder actually. received a smallepalary
than had' any of his predecessors. It was also shown that none of
the ·members had. accepted even legitimate ..travel··expenses nor
drawn any funds whatsover from the bureau account. The cha~
grined legislators thereupon adopted a resolution to theeffec~that
Ritch and the other commissioners were entitled to .the ,gratitude
of the people of New Mexico fora job well done. A pending bill
which would have made the territorial librarian ex officio secremry
of the bureau was soundly defeated. 6 Thus at a crucial moment in
its history the13ureau of Immigration: emerged with a,dean bill. of
health. Altholl,gh there were no further .accusations" of.djshon:est
a<:tivities,the commissioners never were able· to es~ablish: atqlly
hannonious relationship with elected officials.. '.
.
.
'. ,Ouringthe thirty-two-year existence of the bureau, several hun-:dred individuals served as commissioners. Many,,Of these men were
among the most prominent and respected cjtizen~ oftheterritory.
A majority had migrated out of New England andth~ Old North-:west, but a sll,bstantial number were .native New Mexicans. PriQ.:'
cipaJ profe$sions and· occupations represented included the 'mer-:,
cantile trade, law, mining; journalism, arid ranching. Seyeral commissioners were bankers and dealers in real estate.. In other words,
a rnajority of the members of the bureau had personal ,vested
interests in the economic well-being ofthe. community; An impres'::
sive number were college graduates, some holding degrees ,froin
such prestigious institlltions as Princeton, Columbia, Chicago; and
Vanderbilt. A high percentage of the cQrnmissi6ners held .public
office at the local, state, and national levels before and after their
service with the bureau. Others were members of the constitutional
convention of i9IO that paved the way for statehood. In retrospect,
from the standpOint of their economic interests and their position
in society, the men who served on the Bureau of Immigration comprised a surprisingly cosmopolitan group and represented·a broad
spectrum :of .New. Mexico society. They were practical; pragmatic.
men of affairs who ~ad already achieved at least limited success in
.
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the marketplace, and they were conversant with the needs of their
own region as well as those of the great commercial centers of the
East}
Of all those who served the Bureau of Immigration as commissioners and officers none was more important in shaping and
strengthening its program than was Max Frost. Indeed, a strong
case can be made that during the twelve years he served as secretary, Frost was the bureau. A man of unusual talent and inordinate
ambition, Frost was also a shrewd, calculating and dangerous foe
to those who dared to challenge his authority. Above all, he was an
enigmatic figure: his birthplace was either New York, New
Orleans, or Vienna, Austria; depending upon which version of his
biography one accepts;8 he was either guilty of accepting bribes
while serving as register of the General Land Office, or he was
scrupulously honest, depending upon which of two. court findings
one chooses to accept;9 as editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican he
either prostituted that inBuential'newspaper to the demands of the
Santa Fe Ring or he was a crusader bent on achieving political reform, civil rights for the Hispano population, and a system of
public education of first rank, depending upon whether one reads
the letters of his friends or his enemies. 10
It is unclear who was most responsible for the choice of Frosf
as secretary of the Bur,eau of Immigration. Governor Miguel A.
Otero wrote ,that "the non-partisan bureau of immigrai:ionhad
selected Mr. ,Frost as its secretary owing to his qualifications and
superior knowledge of conditions in the territory, and not for
political reasons."n But the longtime friendship and political alliance between Frost and the governor must be taken into account
when evaluating Otero's words. Doubtless, Frost's long serviCe as
secretary of the Republican Party and his membership on its central committee made him an attractive candidate for the job. His
close ties with the Santa Fe Ring, esPecially the yeoman service he
performed for it in his capacity as reporter on the powerful New
Mexican, was a potent factor in Frost's favor when the commissioners made their choice.
It was no coincidence that Frost became editor of the New
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Mexican and secretary of the Bureau of Immigration in the same
year. As secretary, Frost was in a position to farm out printing contracts for bureau publications to favored newspapers. In terrItorial
New Mexico a public printing contract could insure financial success for a newspaper and its publisher, and during Frost's tenure
as· secretary his newspaper had a monopoly on bureau printing.
There is no evidence, however, that the temtory was charged
exorbitant fees, and in fairness it should be stated that the awarding of' contracts to favored printers was a customary form of
patronage.
During the years when Frost directed the activitlesof the
bureau, the work load increased dramatically, The volume of incoming mail indicated that the agency was reaching an ever wider
audience of prospective immigrants. In the biennium 1889-90 the
bureau received and answered 1,4°0 letters, an amount ofcorrespondence that did. not place an undue burden on' the secretary.
During the period of the Spanish-American' War the nUIilber of
iricoming letters dropped sharply to 1,010 for 1897:'99. Of these,:
436 were of a general nature, 252 were primarily concerned with
agricultural programs (many expressed concern about the need to
irrigate most New Mexico farm lands), 198 dealt with mining, and
124coiltained questions about climate and weather conditions.
Thirty-four writers claimed to represent groups of homesteaders
seeking large tracts of land. During 1899-19°° the volume of
letters received and answered rose to 2,200. The years 19°0-19°2,
the busiest during Frost's tenure, brought more than 6,000 inquiries, and he complained of the impossibility of dealing with. that
much mail. Conditions improved during 1904-6 when, with the
aid of a full-time and a part-time stenographer, Frost sent out 5,200
letters .to prospective settlers. Much of the secretary's tirhe was
consumed also by an increasing stream of visitors, each of whom
seemed to have a special problem that required solving. In 19°5'
and 1906 as many as thirty persons appeared at the bureau office in
Santa Fe each day.12 .
.
Letters received by. the bureau' survive orily for· the years
1886-89/3 but it is not likely that these letters differed greatly
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from the correspondence of other years. To the degree that the
writers were persons considering a move to the territory, but eager
for additional information about opportunities for economic gain,
or the chance to become a land owner, or the possibilities forim..,
proved health, the letters are of a pattern. Some were addressed
difectly to the governor; many were sent to, postmasters in' the
largertoWIls; andafew went to the secretary of the territory. Only
a relatively small number ofthewriters apparently Jmew that there
even was a, Bureau of Immigration. Comullinications received in
1886 came from persons in fourteen states. Although letters from
those seeking farm and grazing lands comprise the bulk of the correspondeIlce, others were written by l~wyers; medical doctors, dentists" joufIlalists, clerks, a governess, a photographer, and a sign
p~inter. Includedil1 the correspondence of 1888 is a letter from
Fred Pabst of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, wal1 ting information on the
state of the brewing trade in New Mexico and suggesting that he
was seriously contemplating a move to the Southwest. More
typical was a letter dated Corsicana, Texas, February 16, 1888:
The Hon Govener of Terrietory of New Mexico
We being citizens of the United States beg leaf of you to grant us
the Privelige of Emigrate in New Mexico there are five horindred
", family that beg leafof you to permit them to take up the Public lands
for farming we beg for as soon a reply as you possible can give.
Yours Frank Roark
Sect of

Club No 2

One of the most onerous burdens of the secretary of the Bureau
of Immigration was the perennial task of prying adequate funding
noma parsimonious legislature. Although his position had developed into a full..,time job, Frost received a salary of only seventy..,
five dollars a month. He was also allowed reasonable travel expenses
'and was granted an additional-fifteen dollars a month for rent, fuel,
and lights for the bureau office. The chief financial problem, how..,
ever, was the impossibility of predicting the exact amount of the
annual appropriation for publishing and for.jncidental expenses. In
1890 the bureau received $1 ,5°°; in the fiscal year 19°2-3,$3,000;
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in 1903-4, $2,000; in 1905-6, $4,000. 14 FrOst repeatedly protested
that his office was handicapped in the performance of its stated
duties by inadequate funding. In his bie·nnial report for 1899-19°0
he wrote, ''To cripple the bureau in its admittedly good work at so
vital a time, by any niggardly policy, or under any false pretense of
reform, would be, in my opinion, little less than criminal."15
From time to time funds from nongovernmental sources helped
augment the annual appropriation, but money derived from outside
sources never amounted to more than a mere token. For example,
Frost, who worked diligently to curry the cooperation of railroad
corporations, in one year received grants of $200 from the Santa Fe
and $100 froin the Rock Island. In addition, the Santa Fe provided
free transportation to members of the bureau when they traveled
to the territorial capital to attend their annual meeting. 16 What
must have been disheartening to Frost and the other secretaries was
the knowledge that other Western territories were much more generous in their funding of immigration bureaus. Governor Edmund
G. Ross was one of the few officials outspoken in support of additional financial assistance. In his annual message of 1889, Ross
said; "It is true there is a standing appropriation of $2,000 a year
for that purpose, but when that is diminished by one-third by
reason of depreciation of treasury warrants, practically the minimum of effect is secured. Other western states and territories. have
secured a vast tide of immigration and capital by liberal expenditures. We can and ought to do the same."17 Minnesota had apprOpriated $10,000 for its Board of Immigration as early as 1867, and
Iowa had acquired a similar amount in 1870' A few years later
South Dakota provided its commissioner of immigration with
$12,5°0 for the running of his office. 18
Despite a lack of adequate funding, Secretary Frost resorted to
familiar techniques of advertising that had been used with varying
degrees of success by other Western territorial immigration boards.
As a longtime newspaperman it was natural for the secretary to
turn to the regional press as a logical outlet for press releases and
ad~ertisemehts. This form of publicity was of questionable value,
and bureau commissioners doubted the wisdom of expendin:~the
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limited funds available for such purposes. Newspapers in other
Western territories naturally were not enthusiastic about giving
favorable notice to New Mexico at the very time that their own
communities were conducting active recruiting campaigns to
attract settlers and businessmen. Therefore, it was considered
quite a coup when the Denver Republican ran a favorable lengthy
editorial on the desirability of New Mexico as a field for homesteading and investment. To the delight of the secretary, the editorial quoted extensively from a pamphlet issued by the bureau. 19
New Mexico newspapers gave space regularly to the activities
of Frost's agency; the San Juan Times reprinted bureau reports on
a ciontinuing basis. It is unlikely, however, that New Mexico
newspapers had a reading audience outside their immediate
vicinity. Bureau President J. J. Leeson was probably correct when
he wrote that the publication of a series of county pamphlets,
which "reach the very class that is intended," brought far better
results than did newspaper advertisements. 2o
Another way in which the territory won favorable notice was by
sending articulate delegates to regional and national commercial
congresses. The governor, the legislature, and other agencies of
government also participated in this effort, as did a specially
created Territorial Board of World's Fair Commissioners, which
the governor constituted in 1893. But consistently it was the
enthusiasm and lobbying of Secretary F~ost and the commissioners
of the Bureau of Immigration that was most productive. Representatives of the bureau attended the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress in Denver in 189 I and in Omaha in 1898, the
Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, and the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 19°4Former Governor L. Bradford Prince, while serving as president
of the Bureau of Immigration in 19°O, found time to attend three
nationalnieetings, at each of which he attracted favorable notice
for the effective way in which he represented the Territory of New
Mexico and its interests. In April at the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress in Houston, Texas, he was elected vice-president
of the convention. On his motion, the delegates overwhelmingly
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adopted resolutions urging statehood for New Mexico, the granting
of additional arid lands to the Western states and territories tinder
provisions of the Carey Act, and the establishment of a national
department of mines and mining. In June Prince attended the
International Mining Congress in Milwaukee where he chaired
the committee on resolutions and was chosen president-elect to
serve at the ensuing annual meeting. In November he represented
the territory at· the Chicago meeting of the National Irrigation
Congress and was elected vice-president of that bocly.21
At each of these and at other congresses, agents of the Bureau
,of Immigration lobbied, maintained booths, and distributed
printed matter advertising New Mexico as a land of opportunity
for farmers and businessmen. At conventions in Omaha and in
Nash~ill~ in 1899, representatives of the bureau handed out more
than 125,000 pamphlets. It also became a practice. to display the
actual products of New ,Mexico fams as widely as possible.
During September and October of 1889, for example, the bureau
.sent choice specimens of produce raised in the Mesilla Valley
and at Albuquerque and'santa Fe on a tour of states from ColoTado through Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa, and into Illinois. The
S~nta Fe Railroad cooperated with the bureau by providing' free
. transportation and publicizing the exhibit. 22
Max Frost's twelve-year-long dominance of the Bureau of
Immigration ended when Herbert J. Hagerman became governor.
N~t only did Hagerman have a personal antipathy toward the
secretary, but he also had strong doubts that the cost of operating
the bureau could be justified by its services to the people of the
territory. Accordingly, in his second annual message in 19°7 the
governor said, "While I am desirous of giving full credit for the
good that may have been accomplished by this· Bureau, I am of
the opinion that the expense of its support and maintenance is
not a proper one for the Territory to incur, and 1 therefore recommend that such expenses be discontinued and that the Bureau be
abolished."23 The legislature refrained from ·taking action on this
recommendation, and since Hagerman's term ended that same
year, the bureau survived. Although he had failed in his efforts to
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kill the bureau, Hagerman gained a small degree of satisfaction by
forcing the dismissal of Frost and by replacing him as secretary
with Horace B. Hening, city editor of the Albuquerque Morning
Journal and one of Hagerman's political allies.
At their first meeting after this significant change, the commissioners reached several important decisions. Bureau headquarters
was moved to Albuquerque after Commissioner Daniel A. Macpherson of Bernalillo offered to provide rent free office space.
Next, the commissioners adopted a resolution to the effect that
henceforth all bureau printing contracts must be awarded to the
lowest responsible bidder. Regardless of whatever high motivation
may have been behind this resolution, the Morning Journal replaced the New Mexican as the agency's primary printer once
Hening assumed his new post as secretary. It was agreed also that
future meetings of the bureau should be held in the six districts
represented by the members. Accordingly, itwas decided that the
second meeting of the year should be held in Albuquerque and the
third in Roswell. For the first time in the history of the bureau,
county officials and members of commercial clubs, boards of
trade, and other business groups were formally invited to assist
the bureau in its work. 24
It was the policies of Governor George Curry that determined
the course of action of the Bureau of Immigration during the
remaining years of the territorial period. Although Curry approved
of the way the bureau had operated "in the past," he believed that
it had become "cumbersome" and that it was "not as effective as
this department should be." His recommendation in 1909 was
that the bureau be abolished and that its functions be assumed by
a single official to be known as the commissioner of immigration.
The governor said that he envisioned the employment of an
especially competent man at a substantial salary, whose duty
would be, to secure the publication of articles in
newspapers and magazines of large circulation, likely to encourage
interest in the territory and to promote immigration and development;
and at the same time to prepare and circulate deSCriptive and statis-
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tical literature. Such a department, energetically conducted by a
competent commissioner would be of greatest benefit during the
next few years' when the importance of proper and widespread
publicity cannot be overestimated. 25

Although the legislature decided against implementing Curry's
recommendations, a second call for abolition of the agency within
two years spurred the bureau on to greater accomplishments.
According to historian Ralph E. Twitchell, "the secretary who
proved most effective in this work of state [sic] publicity was
Horace B. Hening.'j26 Hening conducted what he termed a
;'circular letter compaign" to apprise business leaders of investment
possibilities in the territory. At considerable expense he established
apermanent exhibit of New Mexican products in the bureau office.
Irian effort to keep the public informed. of conditions in New
Mexico, he-issued a bureau newsletter (at irregular intervals) and
a weekly bulletin, which he sent to three hundred newspapers in
ten states he thought to be likely sources of immigrants. 27
.The volume of work at bureau headq1iarte~s continued to increase at spectacular pace. During the twelve months from April
19 I ° to April' 191 I, Hening's staff handled between eight and
nine, thousand pieces of routine correspondence, and responded to
an additional eleven thousand letters from persons seeking information about conditions in the Land of Enchantment. According to Secretary Hening, these inquiries came from all fortysix states, from every nation in Central and South America, from
every European country, and from Asia, South Africa, Australia,
Canada, and the Caribbean. Hening believed that this suddenly
increased interest in New Mexico could be attributed to his more
efficient publicity campaigns; however,' he acknowledged that it
could also be the result of the growing scarcity of Western hmds,
the imminent granting of statehood, the publicity efforts of rail~
roads and land companies, and the assistance' given the bure~u (
by the New Mexico Publicity Association. 28
The Publicity Association, organized by Hening in June 1910,
was comprised of approximately one hundred individual businessmen, commercial clubs, banks, and irrigation and land companies,

a
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whose monthly dues supplemented bureau funds. Specifically,
money derived from this source enabled' the bureau to carry' on
systematic advertising which would not 'have 'been possible
otherwise. Members of the association received a weekly bulletin
containing a list of potential immigrants with whom the members
might wish to do business. Some members had no personal
economic motive but joined the Publicity Association simply out
of a desire to abet the development of the territory. Over the course
of twenty-four weeks Secretary Hening used membership dues to
place advertisements in I I magazines" 60 daily newspapers, and
2,000 weeklies. His first I 2 bulletins carried the names and
addresses of more than 4,200 persons who had written to the
Bureau of Immigration. 29
Although it was generally accepted that the bureau had greatly
aided the development of New Mexico during the territorial
period, with the coming of statehood the agency was allowed to
expire. The legislature effectively destroyed the bureau-not by
abolishing it-but by refusing to appropriate money for its Continued operation. Governor William C. McDonald said, in his
annual message of 1913, "while we have a board in law, there is
none in fact."30 For all practical purposes, the bureau ceased to
function on November 30, 1912, after thirty-two years of service
to the territory. Despite periodic discussion of the feasibility of
reconstituting the bureau, at least on a temporary basis, nothing
specific was done to revive it. Historian Ralph Twitchell believed
that legislative'jealousy of executive power lay behind the,failure
to take positive action;31 but more probably the legislators felt that
once statehood was achieved, there was no longer an urgent need
to seek new immigrants. In 1915 an Act Concerning the Publicity
and Promotion of Public Resources and Welfare did pass over
McDonald's veto. It had the effect of making the commissioner of
public lands a de facto immigration commissioner, with discretion
to act or not. A true Bureau of Immigration, however, was a thing
of the past. 32
"Regardless of its many other activities, "from the start the main
task of the bureau-and its chief accomplishment-was the prepara-
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tion and distribution of promotional literature. In her Checklist of
New Mexico Publications, Wilma' Shelton ,lists i 26 leaflets,
pamphlets, 'and books issued by the Bureau of Immigration, including variant editions, and her list is not complete. There is no
way of measuring accurately the number of bti.reau publications
distributed across the nation and abroad. During the bureau's first
five years Secretary Ritch issued sixedition.s (27,000 copies) of
Illustrated New Mexico,' a book that grew with each edition uhtil
it reached a length of neady 250 pages.
6,000-copy first' edition of Secretary Frost's Hal To the Leind of Sunshine was exhausted within a year. According to' the Shelton Checklist; Frost
r~vised and issued at least twelve' editions of that booklet. Other
bureau publications dealt with irrigation, dry farming, mines and
minerals, climate and health, and purely statisdcal compilations of
miscellaneous data. County bulletins, usually written by the com~
missioners themselves, were issued by the hundreds of thousands.
b~i-ingthe bienniu~ 190~-1 902 al~ne the 'bureauprinted 138,000
county pamphlets. Between April 1909 and-April 19ib, the bureau
distributed 142,000 pieces of printed matter;, during the next
twelve months, 183,000. The formidable'cost of publishing was a
great ~rain on the agency's finan~ial resources. 33 .
,
.
'
Governor Hagerman expressed his concern with the problem
by suggesting in his annual message of 19°7 that it would be more
appropriate for boards of trade, land. companies, railroads, and
others "who imP1ediately profit by such adver~ising" to assume the
burden of preparing and publishing promotional ,literature. "There,
is no good reason," ,he said, "why the taxpayer should be subject to
a territorial tax for the payment of- this sort of expense." As a case
in point he cited Frost's HoI To the Land of Sunshine, which had
already cost the territory $4,000~34 ,
.,The bureau had no difficulty finding outlets for its publications.
Fifty thousand pamphlets were distributed at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 19°4 and 250,000 at the Chi~agoLand Show
in, 1910. Booklets went to niembers,of Congress, to other federal
offiqals, and to libraries and educational institutions. Severalcol~
leges in N ewMexi~o requested copies to use as texts: In 19°6 the

The
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bureau sent 1,750 copies of Hal To the Land of Sunshine to the
manager of the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad; to the
colonization agent of the Santa Fe; and to the general passenger
agent of the Denver and Rio Grande. The Santa Fe also reprinted
in its own publications material excerpted from bureau pamphlets. 35
Did the' promotional literature issued by the Bureau of Immigration achieve the objectives set in I880? In creating the bureau, the
territorial legislature laid down two fundamental and closely related criteria. First, the bureau was to work to attract desirable
homesteaders and businessmen seeking a field for the investment
of capital. Secondly, the bureau was to make available precisely
that type of information which would be of most value to prospective immigrants. A reading of bureau publications shows that
despite stylistic faults, extravagant claims, and occasional inaccuracies, the printed material did in fact fulfill its intended purpose.
What sort of informaJiOl:l appeared in a typical county bulletin?
Basically these booklets followed an established pattern: a historical
summary, favorable comments on the physical environment, a discussion of the local economy (inevitably the most highly detailed
section of the bulletin), availability of adequate transportation
facilities, governmental structure, and a brief statement on the
social life of the county. Within this simple framework the
writers might amplify, skim over, or digress as the local situation
dictated.
Quite naturally, the author of each volume of the county bulletin series attempted to show his local area to the best advantage.
An almost inevitable result was the interjection of much exaggeration.in descriptions of the environment and in glowing reports
on the local economy. Governor Hagerman showed that he was
aware of the problem when he said, "Much of this matter has
been good, but a great deal of it inaccurate and exaggerated and
not up-to-date."36 Another ·flaw that the governor might have
mentioned lay in the extravagant, flamboyant .language of the
reports. For example, in describing the mountains of San Miguel
County in 1882, Commissioner G. W. Pritchard wrote that the
peaks lay "in sombre silence tinged with a golden hue by the
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soft rays of the sun as he folds himself away behind the mountains
in his gorgeous attire of crimson and gold."37 In language more
appropriate to a patent medicine show than to a government publication, Secretary Ritch assured, health seekers that "Rheumatism,
cutaneous, and venereal diseases experience speedy relief by a few
days' or weeks' bathing in the springs and drinking the waters" of
New Mexico. 3s In J 882 the mineral resources of Grant County
also were described, in one incredible sentence:
The very abounding and unlimited abundance of mineral within
sight and upon the very surface, the great upheavals of native wealth
which mark the foothills and mount the slopes and ride the mountain
crests, are well calculated to amaze the sight-seeing tourist, to enthuze
the scientist, to appetize the covetous greed of the miser, to stagger
the powers of the most practical reckoner, and to fascinate the
capitalist and speculator; and the conception and estiinate of wqat
may be emboweledin'the depths beneath, is simply of such hugeness
and magnitude as to surpass all human comprehension. 39

Surely readers must have found such statements fidiculous, if not
hilarious, and to that degree these blatant exaggerations must have
been counterproductive. Apparently bureau officials must ,paye
reached that conclusion, because abruptly the whole tenor of the
bulletins changed at about the end of the century. Statements became more factual and restrained and hence more believable and
reliable.
When dealing with certain sensitive aspects of New MexiCo's
experience, authors of bureau publications tended to be either
silent or, evasive. The native Hispano people were seldom men~
tioned, and when they were mentioned, there was no suggestion
thatserious Anglo-Hispano hostility actually existed in partsofthe
terrItory; The Socorro County bulletin of 188 I painted an idyllic
picture ofracial harmony: "The native population and the immigrants from the States move together hand in hand, and if there
ever was any jealousy existing between the two people iUs fast
becoming a thing of the past as they learn to know each other
better."4o Max Frost, in his Land of Sunshine, wrote naively, "A
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few more decades will witness the complete amalgamation of the
native people, both as to language and as to customs, with the
newcomers of Anglo-Saxon .origin."41
Another area in which the compilers of bureau pamphlets chose
to close their eyes to reality was the problem of protecting the
citizenry from lawlessness and violence~ "There is no State or
Territory of the Union where law and order are more strictly maintained than in the Territory of New Mexico," wrote one author in
1896.42 While it was true that bloody range wars between cattle
and sheep men, the LincolnCounty War, and the wholesale corruption of public officials were events of an earlier period, crime
had not been eliminated from New Mexico, nor were known
criminals· invariably prosecuted or convicted.
Although Indian troubles ended in the territory with the capture of Geronimo in 1886, the memories of brutal Indian wars
were still fresh enough in the minds of many potential homesteaders that the more timid among them needed to be reassured
that the danger was over. Therefore, when the San Juan Valley in
the northwest comer of New Mexico was opened to settlement,
Commissioner Granville Pendleton felt compelled to write, "The
fact that San Juan County adjoins the Navajo Indian Reservation
may create a false impression among eastern people. The Navajos
are peaceable, industrious and far advanced in civilization."43
The promotional tracts issued by the bureau repeatedly warned
that although newcomers had every hope of prospering, one had
to make his own opportunities by dint· of hard work and business
acumen. "The poor rn:an who comes here must expect to work hard
for a living; the capitalist must invest and invest judiciously to
make money," Wrote Max Frost.44 Commissioner Albert J. Fountain of Dona Ana County warned that "thriftless, shiftless, lazy
people have no business here, and the country would not suit
~hern:. . . . Professional gentlemen . . . will discover that if
they are not prepared to take their place at the top it would have
been better for them to have staid [sic] away."45 W. H. LaWrence
Wrote in the Grant County report of 1881, "One man will corne,
become a clerk, enter business for himself, and prosper, while his
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first employer may perhaps fail for want of sagacity, and enter the
ranks of the idle."46 Implied in these statements was the concept
of New Mexico as a 'land of unlimited potential-,,-rich in abundant
resources-therefore anyone who did not prosper h,adno one to
blame but himself.
'
.The problem of evaluating the accomplishments of the New
Mexico Bureau ofImmigrition is not an easy task. It is almOlit impossible to show conclusively ::my direct quantitative results ofpr<r
motional efforts. Potential immigrants. who wrote seeking infomiation about the territory seldom took the pains to contact the bureau
again if and when they did settle in. New Mexico. Biennial reports
of the Bureau of' Immigration on' occasion purpOrted to show
prima facie evidence of direct responsibility for specific numbers
of new settlers. Suchfigun~sare at best suspect and, given the fact
that the bureau functioned during a period of large-scale migration
.to the West anyway, become rather m,eaningless. While it must
be acknowledged that railroads and land irrigation companies 'also
were active in enticing new settlers to the 'territory', it was .the
bureau that conducted the only sustained program'i:o promote immigration. No' other agency, individual, or group did more, for as
long a period of time, or reached greater numbers of people.' Encouraging immigration was the sole function. of the bureau; and in
working with other parties who also sought to attract new~omers, it
served to coordinate their' efforts into an .effici~nt· reentitment
program.
It is unlikely that the Bureau()f Immigration.was resportsible
for bringing to New Mexico many people who would not have gone
West anyway. Yet, were it notfor the favorable image projected
by the bureau and its efforts to dispel ignorance and misconception,
potential settlers might have believed' New Mexico to be far less
attractive than other territories. The tens. oft:ho~sands'ofpersons
reached by that program-whether or not they migrated to th~ territory-formed their perception of New Mex:ico from the information the bureau'provided. Those immigrantswho took advantage of
the assistance the bureau provided had a clearer understanding ·of
the problems they would have to face on the New Mexico frontier.
Thus forewarned· they stood a far better chance of succeeding.
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POPULAR IMAGERY AND THE AMERICAN INDIAN:
A CENTENNIAL VIEW

ROBERT A. TRENNERT

AT the end of the nation's first one hundred years, most Americans believed that the place of the Indian in society· had been
decided. The centennial celebration produced many predictions on
the Indian's fate. Spencer F. Baird of the Smithsonian Institution
stated that "it is quite reasonable to infer that, by the expiration of
a second hundred-year period of the life of the American Republic,
the Indian will have entirely ceased to present any distinctive
characters, and will be merged into the general population."
,Harper's Weekly reported that "it is easy to foresee, ere another
centennial volume is added to our national history, there will be
nothing left of the noble red man but a case of Hint arrow-heads,
stone hatchets, and moth-eaten trappings at the Smithsonian."l
While most agreed with the idea of the vanishing Indian, the
nation possessed a variety of confusing reasons for predicting such
a fate. These public images are important because they reHect
official thinking on the status of the Indian and also because these
opinions dictated the future course of Indian policy.
Recent historical works, concentrating on Indian contributions
to the American way of life and the intrinsic value of his culture,
have' done much to inHuence the present favorable climate of
publiC opinion. Unfortunately, such works were not available a
century ago. The publiC in· the centennial era formed its views
from elements of popular culture. Most. information came from
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newspapers and magazines, popular literature, official government
reports, religious tracts and sermons, and written histories. In addition, the Indian exhibit at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia provided millions of Americans with an additional glimpse of
Indian life. It is from these sources that the climate of opinion can
be determined~
The mass of public sentiment reflects the considerable differences in American ideas and values which produced something of
a love-hate relationship with the Indian. Americans were fascinated
with anything Indian. This can be seen in the fact that while the
nation waged an active war against the native population, it included the same people in its centennial celebration. People loved
the Indian, but not because he was noble or his way of life was
worthy of imitation. They loved him because he was a curiosity-a
savage living in close proximity yet coming from an entirely different world. At the same time, they despised the Native American
because he was a barbarous obstacle to American progress and
seemingly uninterested in assimilating and accepting the ways of
a Christian nation. Few saw any contradiction in their views, and
almost no one suggested that there might be any validity in Indian
society.
The most popular stereotype of the Indian in the centennial
year was one that had dominated Anglo-American thinking for
centuries. This view saw the Native American as a bloodthirsty
savage, a creature to be despised because he was the antipathy of
everything good, decent, Christian, and American. Published material conforming to this picture enjoyed wide popularity, making
it difficult for contrary ideas to surface. The centennial, of course,
provided an excellent opportunity for writers to reflect on the past
century. Consequently, centennial histories proliferated, and all of
them conformed to the traditional stereotype. Authors felt obliged .
to point out to their avid readers that Indians had no real place
in national history. Joel D. Steele, in his Barnes' centenary history,
set the tone of such sentiment. Opening his book with the statement that "the Indian was a barbarian," he went on to elaborate:
"He was crafty and cruel. His word was no protection. False and
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cunning; he never hesitated to violate a treaty when his passions
prompted him to hatred."2 Other centennial histories took the same
tack. They avoided any serious look at Indian culture and saw the
native as simply a catalyst in the making of great Americans. Thus
the "powerful horde of savages, who had assumed to dictate tenus
and throw down the gauntlet to the American nation," in the eyes
of the whites, were justly defeated by such American heroes as
Wayne; Harrison, and Jackson. These native "barriers to progress"
could never defeat Americans in a fair fight; they succeeded only by
cunning and treachery, awaiting to "assassinate a defenseless man,
woman, or child," then hastily cutting off their scalps as false proof
of their prowess. 3
The centennial mania carried over to several enterprising writers
who capitalized on public fascination to produce additional confinuations of Indian character. One of the most popular books of
the period was Charles McKnight's Our Western Border One
Hundred Years Ago, a grisly book filled with tales of Indian massacres and torture. Another writer chose the occasion to recount the
details of the massacre of his ancestors in Northampton County,
Pennsylvania over a hundred years ago. 4 An even more vivid picture
of stereotyped savagery came with the always popular and exaggerated captivity narratives. Annie Coleson's somewhat sexually ori;ented story of hercaptivity by the Santee Sioux made the rounds in
1876. In prose and picture the Sioux were depicted to be so vile that
no decent person could have any sympathy for them. When captured, said Annie, she "was immediately secured, stripped entirely
naked, and subjected to the most horrible of personal outrages." The
Indians were personifications of the devil, feeding babies to hungry
wolf dogs, bashing children against trees, and roasting severed
women's breasts and forcing surviving captives to eat them. Her
narrative ended with advice for those feeling any remaining
sympathy for the Indian: ''Those who prate of the beauties of a
state of nature, should live among the Indians and see savage life
as I have seen it, I think they would become quite disgusted with it
as I did." One of the few writers who saw any good coming from
Indian captivity was Edwin Eastman, who discovered a healing
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fluid called "Indian Blood Syrup" while a captive of the Comanches. Having been taught the secret of this cure-all, Eastman
traveled the country in 1876 selling the syrup and taking orders
for his book Seven and Nine Years Among the Comanches and
Apaches,5 which perpetuated the general stereotypes.
Other illustrations of the natural bloodthirsty character of the
Indian were numerous and need no further elaboration. However,
the Indian was considered a savage for a variety of additional reasons which also tended to reinforce the idea that he had no claims
to a place in American society. The average American, for in~
stance, expressed disgust over native life because he believed that
the Indian male detested work and delegated it to his women.
"Mrs. Squaw," wrote Alfred B. Meacham in a description of
Indian customs, "had no rights that a brave was bound to respect.
It was her business to carry wood, build lodges, saddle his horse,
and lash the papoose in the basket, and do all other drudgery. It
was his to wear the gayest blanket, the vermillion paint, and eaglefeathers, and ride the best horse, have a good time generally, and
whip his squaws when drunk or angry."6 Similar expressions of
Indian laziness occurred frequently and were often linked with
other undesirable characteristics, particularly vanity and filth.
Harper's Weekly tied these images together when it published a
picture entitled "An Indian Toilet" and then described an "Indian
dandy" painting himself for war with the remark that "Paint serves
a double purpose in an Indian toilet: while it adorns the face, it
covers up the accumulated dirt, and saves the disagreeable necessity of washing. As a rule, Indians have an instinctive dislike of
water, either as a beverage or for washing."7
The notion of Indian filth pervaded popular imagery, and the
leading exponents of this line were western boosters who wrote
first hand accounts of experiences among the Indians. Travel accounts, especially those dealing with the Southwest, enjoyed wide
popularity. These works recounted the magnificent glories of the
natural environment and indicated that the only drawback to the
region was the unsightly Indian. Newspaper correspondent Hiram
C. Hodge in his Arizona as it is; Of, the Coming Country, saw some
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merit in docile tribes; however, he generally described their life as
being dominated by "immoral practices" which created "cesspools
of filth, corruption, and degradation." Samuel Woodworth Cozzens, whose memoirs of travel in Arizona were published in 1876,
was fascinated with Indian life, but only as a contrast to the rest of
the "Marvellous Country." He took great pains to point out how
reprehensible these people were. In describing an Apache camp,
he wrote that "I soon found myself among a lot of the dirtiest,
filthiest, most degraded-looking set of creatures that I ever saw in
the guise of humanity.... The women were particularly ugly,
fat, and dirty; and I looked in vain for some of the 'beautiful
squaws,' .that had been pictured so graphically by Cooper and
Lossing. . . . Not a gleam of intelligence nor a line of beauty
was to be seen either in the face or form of those around me." Even
Thomas C. Battey, a Quaker missionary to the Kiowa who wanted
to correct some of the "sensational" literature flooding the country,
could not refrain from discussing Indian habits of cooking. He
described in graphic detail how meat was carried fifty miles
"swinging and flopping upon the sides of a mule, until covered
with dust, sweat, and hair; it needs no washing, or at least gets
none, before being put into the camp-kettle."8
There was practically no "noble Indian" image in the public
mind to contradict the flood of savage stereotypes. Many, however,
believed that the Indian was capable of salvation. Americans often
felt a pang of responsibility for Indian welfare and attributed the
cause of Indian dewadation to white influence. These humanitarians called themselves "friends of the Indian."9 They influenced
public opinion by producing a large amount of literature painting a
more sympathetic picture of the native. Yet, despite sympathy and
sincere concern for Indian welfare, their image essentially agreed
with the anti-Indian view. It saw no value in Indian life or culture,
believed the Indian to be a barbarian, and visualized no place for
his way of life in American society. The major difference was a
belief that the indigenous population could be uplifted and assimilated. Christianity and fair treatment, rather than extermination,
provided the answer.
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The leading exponents of sympathy for the Indians were religious leaders. The Reverend George Mason's prize poem, La!
The Poor Indian, set the tone when it described the native as
"squalid relics of the past," who were despoiled by white society.
Despite such a wretched condition, Mason saw the Indian being
saved by Christianity.lO Other religious men described Indian life
as worthless. The Reverend S. C. Bartlett, who wrote a history of
the American Board missions, produced a long diatribe on how the
missionaryfound the savage to be "quite a different person from the
sentimental red man of the romance and the poem." Everything
in his way of life was evil, especially religious ideas: "Their religious rites and worship were worthy of the hideous beings they
worshipped." Yet the Indians were children of God and could survive if they listened to their white teachers. Much sentiment, in
fact, pointed to the idea that once enlightened the Indian realized
the advantages of casting off his own culture and was eager to do
so. An article in the Presbyterian Quarterly asserted that the Indian
demanded the white man's civilization. This idyllic individual
seemed to recognize his own degradation and cried out "from the
mountain tops and the valleys of the far West, 'send us the
gospel.' "11
Official government statements also attempted to confirm that
the Native American was capable of learning the white man's way.
The widely circulated Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior contained glowing accounts of how Indian agents were subduing Indian cultures, teaching farming, and instructing people
in correct morality. This program, assured the secretary, produced
a "growing taste" among Indian peoples for abandoning their own
way of life. Indian Commissioner John Q. Smith confirmed Indian
capabilities-inhis report to the nation but carefully pointed out that
the native had a long way to go. He denied that any "inherent
characteristic in the race disqualifies it for civilized life." However,
according to Smith, the benevolent government was dealing with
an "uncivilized and intelligent people" who were ignorant, superstitious, and suspicious. Furthermore, the commissioner predicted
that the road from barbarism would be long and hard; he ended
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with a pessimistic prediction: "The next twenty-five years are to
determine the fate of a race. If they cannot be taught~ and taught
very soon, to accept the necessities of their situation and begin
in earnest to provide for their own. wants by labor in civilized
pursuits, they are destined to speedy extinction."12
Many people agreed with Commissioner Smith's pr~dictions,
although not always for the same reason. By the end of President
Grant's term in office it appeared to a sizeable group of Indian
sympathizers that the native was being held from. progress by the
government. Corruption crushed the Indian desire for civilization
and made him more deplorable than ever. Just before the centennial year opened, Professor O. C. Marsh undertook a widely
publicized investigation of affairs at tpe Red Cloud Agency,
pointing out how a people, trying to live as the government
wanted, were being cheated and discouraged by agency o$cials.
From this report and the subsequent federal investigation, it appeared that the government was working at cross purposes, trying
to assimilate with one hand while making it impossible with the
other. 13 Harper's Weekly and The Nation supported the same idea.
A Harper's article on the "Indian problem" in September 1876
concluded on a pessimistic tone. After noting that the white man
was indeed responsible for Indian problems, the magazine we·nt on
to stress that if national efforts to Christianize and civilize had been
as zealous as the effort to take their land, the results might have
been more productive. "It is, perhaps, inevitable," ended the
article, "that the Indian races should disappear before the advance
of the whites; but it is discreditable to Christianity and Civilization
that the settlement and development of the region occupied by the
tribes should be accomplished only by the extennination of these
races."14
The Indian exhibit at the Centennial Exposition confinned most
of the public images. Actually, when the United States Centennial Commission authorized the Smithsonian Institution and the
Office of Indian Affairs to create an Indian exhibit, it was hoped
that a better understanding between the two races would result. 15
Spencer F. Baird and John Wesley Powell of the Smithsonian
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assumed general responsibility for the display~ Both men expressed great sympathy for the Indian and worked hard to create
a factual exhibit, "Illustrative of Indian Life, Character, and
History." Expeditions were dispatched to remote areas of the Far
West and Pacific Coast to bring in collections of Indian made
items and artifacts. The Indian Office also directed its agents to
secure specimens of Indian material "now or recently in use, including weapons, utensils, dwellings, dress, photographs, and etc."16
The language of this request demonstrated the government's
prejudice against preserving and displaying the Indian past. Most
agents wanted only to illustrate how much progress the Indian had
made toward civilization. They saw no value in traditional arts and
crafts. Agent Joseph C. Bridgman at Green Bay Agency reported
back that "as the tribes of this agency almost to a family have long
ago given up their wild & roaming life, taken up citizens dress &
habits, nothing of interest in the way of articles illustrating 'Indian
life or character' could be attained." Other agents said much the
same. One man pointed out that his people were not an "ingenious,
industrious, or a manufacturing tribe," and therefore had nothing
of interest. 17 Consequently, the incoming material consisted only
of things the agents considered of curiosity value.
Baird also wanted to have actual Indian participation in the
centennial. Yet even here prejudicial attitudes can be detected
despite his sincere desire to present a sympathetic picture of a
culture being displaced by progress. Working closely with Powell,
he drew up plans for bringing one hundred tribal representatives
to Philadelphia where they would camp in Fairmount Park and
display the traditional life to exposition visitors. 18 But when the two
men set down the criteria for selecting Indian representation they
made sure no participant would reflect poorly on the government. A
thirteen-point checklist required tribal representatives to be more
white than Indian. They had to be influential among their own
people, speak English, have an American style family of avo
children and a dog, and be spotless in living style and habits. 19 As
matters eventually turned out, the cost of supporting the Indian
delegation proved so great that Congress could not be persuaded to
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fund it, and Indian participation had to be scratched at the last
moment. Therefore, the Centennial Indian Exhibit would not
have any Indians.
Despite the lack of Indian participation, the exhibit remains important because it contributed greatly to public imagery. Some
eight million visitors viewed the Exposition of 1876, and a majority
of them saw the Indian exhibit. Although a major portion of the
exhibit displayed artifacts and prehistoric paraphernalia,20 an
attempt was made to show contemporary Indian life. Mannequins
and sets displayed Indian costumes and living habits. "There were
. ',' exhibited numerous life-size figures to show every variety of
Indian costume and personal decoration," stated the Smithsonian
Annual Report of 1876.21 This method of presentation, however,
seemed only to confirm popular images of the Indian. Despite
Baird's attempt to present a factual representation, visitors were
attracted primarily out of curiosity, and they thrilled to the horror
of it all. The more barbaric it seemed, the better they liked it.
Descriptions of the exhibit in guide books and newspapers, which
spread to every portion of the nation, were uniform in their impression. William Dean Howells, editor of the Atlantic Monthly, reRected the trend in his reaction to the exhibit. "The red man," he
wrote, "ashe appears in effigy and in photograph in this collection,
is a hideous demon, whose malign traits can hardly inspire any
emotion softer than abhorrence."22
The exhibit allowed journalists to portray a grisly image that
conformed to public attitudes. Nowhere was any value seen in the
Indian's culture and achievements. His arts and crafts were
"curios" and a "collection of relics." The mannequins drew special
comment, with writers speculating on whom they represented.
Probably the most fascinating figure was that of an Indian sachem,
which some took to be the Sioux leader Red Cloud. Most descriptions of this figure "attired in all the tinsel and finery of a'sachem,"
with a raised tomahawk in one hand and a string of scalps hanging
from his belt, revealed the horror which most visitors felt. A "repulsive looking" character proclaimed one paper, while another
described him as being "ready to pounce on some unsuspecting
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victim."23 Even the artist's rendition of the exhibit in Frank Leslie's
Register of the exhibition showed people cowering underneath a
barba~ic-looking totem pole. 24
John Thomas Dale, who wrote What Ben Beverly Saw at the
Gr~at Exposition, could hardly keep from deriding anyone who
might have sympathy for the American native:
There are .also figures of celebrated Indian braves, with names indicating their bloodthirsty dispositions, and terrible fighting qualities.
They are gayle caparisoned with all that can delight the Indian
taste; paint without stint, war feathers, colored blankets, huge coils
of beads, buckskin leggins, and fancy moccassins. Novelists with
unsubdued fancies, may sit in their cozy back parlors, and write
pretty little stories of the noble red man, . . . but let one of these
red gentlemen, with his small, cruel, black eyes, his coarse unkempt
locks, and the charms of his wide cheek bones, and large animal
mouth, heightened by a skillful application of red and yellow ochres;
I say, should this attractive creature meet our charming story writer
on those same native wilds, I fancy the next novel, if by some
miraculous interposition of Providence it should. be permitted at all,
would indicate a very sudden change of base on the Indian
question. 25

James D. McCabe, writing in much the same manner, felt obliged
to add a word about the status of Indian women when he said that
"the Squaws of the Californian braves stand patient-looking and
ready to hew down trees or turn up an acre or two of wild land
. .. while their lords and masters squat away in the huts, effecting
a chemical change in tobacco."26
In summation, the Indian exhibit served to convince the public
-if they needed convincing-that the Indian had no place in
American society. In an exposition devoted to the theme of progress,
Indian culture was visualized as a collection of interesting but outmoded and barbaric customs destined for speedy extinction. Indians
were viewed as "relics," as if they no longer lived in America, and
this greatly undermined their living dynamism as members of
humanity. The display thus incorporated most of the white cultural
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prejudices against the Indian. The identity of the Native American
was not allowed to surface.
Indian stereotypes might have continued much as presented at
the centennial had it not been for the dramatic news of July. Right
in the middle of the national celebration, one of the country's best
regih1ents with "hundreds of gallant soldiers" and its "brave and
able leader, renowned in Indian warfare," was wiped out at the
Little Big Hom. News of the Custer massacre brought an immec
diate national reaction and forced the entire country to reconsider
its evaluation of the Indian. For the first time serious discussion was
given to questions that should have been asked before. Most· re~
sults were predictable, a few surprising, and none realistic.
The initial reaction of the nation upon receiving news of the
massacre at the Little Big Hom was to confirm that the Indian was
indeed a bloodthirsty savage. Even editors who would later be more
sympathetic :t:eacted first in conformity to national sentiment. Beginning with the first published account in the Bismarck Tribune,
initial reactions were much the same. The Sioux were seen as
typical Indians. Editors seized upon every grisly detail, expressing
the "thrill of horror" that ran through the nation.· Fascinating
stories of Indian brutalities confirmed every suspicion. Headlines in
The Chicago Tribune read: HORRIBLE: THE AMERICAN
INDIAN EXALTS HIS REPUTATION FOR SATANIC
FEROCITY. The New York Herald immediately ran a history
of Indian wars entitled "The Red Man's Treachery," which described how the Indians "manifest their bloodthirsty instincts by
the use of the scalping knife or the tomahawk on all who fell into
their hands." The San Francisco Chronicle was even more vocal
in calling for the swift extermination of the Sioux: "There will be
no treating or temporizing with the red brutes, whose fiendish
atrocities and mutilations of the dead on the field of the Little Big
Hom stamp them as worse than wild beasts destitute· of every
humane and merciful instinct, profiCient only in the lessons of
.
cruelty and torture."27
Despite the long accounts of Indian ,savagery and many demands
for swift retribution, Custer's defeat raised questions.. How could
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the inferior Indian defeat the pride of the American army? The
New York Herald stated the question succinctly when it wrote
that "it adds a pang of bitterness to the death of the gallant Custer
and his heroic command that they fell at the hands of such a
savage, in whom everything that is cruel and vicious is a matter of
ostentation and pride."28 This embarrassment forced the nation
into a discussion of how the disaster might be rationalized. First,
comments were directed toward Custer and his subordinates for
the failure,29 but attention quickly focused on the Indian. Indian
character was seen as a major factor in the defeat. Barbarism remained a prime consideration. The Indian did not fight fair. The
Herald Batly stated that the Indian defeats of white soldiers could
only be due to "overwhelming superiority of numbers, to treachery,
to ambush, or to surprise." Another writer stated that the Sioux
were not a brave people, but "the most arrogant cowards in the
world. They will never attack ... except with the odds greatly
in theirfavor."3o
Rather than attribute the victory to Indians in general, many
singled out Sitting Bull as the decisive factor. As a result, the
Hunkpapa warrior received an incredible amount of national
attention. Consequently, the basic dichotomy in American thinking quickly appeared. To some his victory had occurred because he
was a noble man defending his lands, while others saw his victory
stemming from the fact that he embodied all unfavorable Indian
traits. Harper's, The Nation, and the New York Times portrayed
him as representing a noble race cheated by the "bigotry of the allconquering Englishman," rising up from oppression and striking
back. The "wild Indian," personified by Sitting Bull, was magnificent in his hopeless quest for freedom and had used his untainted native qualities of "energy, activity, and courage" to defend
his home. Cassius C. Cullen wrote a poem called SITTING
BULL, or War-Song of the Sioux Chief, which saw him steadfastly resisting white invasion. 31 A different faction saw Sitting
Bull's victory in exactly the opposite terms. Former Indian agent
J. D. Keller wrote a personal sketch of the "Sioux Chief':, for the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat pointing out that the man had always
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been notorious for his "blood thirstiness and brutality." The San
Francisco Chronicle reported his long history of crime, and the
New York Herald went to great lengths to show that this man,
"The Napoleon of the Plains;" was a barbarous warrior who loved
to kill in the most fiendish manner. 32
Not everyone conceded that the Sioux could beat an American
soldier. Frequent suggestions appeared that whites actually had
led the Sioux at the Little Big Horn. One paper reported that outlaws and renegades organized and armed the Sioux, and another
stated that the renegades had given the Indians courage. Another
common excuse was that the Indians were better armed. In contrast to now known facts, the Sioux warriors were pictured armed
with Winchester and Henry riRes, although as one writer noted,
"This can scarcely be called true bravery." "More than this," said
another farfetched account, "they have learned the advantage of
fortifications and entrenchments, and 'while hanging about our
frontier posts have picked up no little military information, which
has developed in bloody results at Little Big Horn."33
In another direction, the Custer massacre provided humanitarians with an opportunity to reconfirm their stereotypes of the
Indian and stress that the native must be civilized. Ministers
throughout the nation reminded their congregations that the
Battle of the Little Big Horn pointed out all the wrongs of American policy. Pastor Henry A. Stimson of Minneapolis told his
Rock that while a majority of the nation now demanded extermination, Christians must renew their effort to save the heathen. However, the reason for saving him had nothing to do with' Indian
virtues-he had none. "These. are our wards: three hundred
thousand orphans of humanity; poor, ignorant, degraded creatures
of God, stranded upon this vast American continent, while the
tide of civilization and religion on other shores was sweeping far
beyond them, now in the province of God given to us, his favored
children, to nourish, to civilize, to save." .Another minister in
Chicago warned the American people to resist the temptation to
exterminate the "savage" so that these people might eventually
partake of the'"blessings of God's fatherhood."34
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The real issue between the humanitarians and the anti-Indian
extremists as revived by the Sioux victory of 1876 was therefore
not over the Indian himself. All agreed on the basic image. The
question rested on what philosophy would control the future. The
editor of The ChicagoTribune stated the matter succinctly from
one point of view: '~Shall it be at last an accepted fact that to pet
them, clothe them, fuss over them at Washington receptions, is
not the right method to cure inherent treachery, the cunning of
the weak, uneducated minds, orbase ingratitude, so constantly displayed." The New York Times answered for the humanitarians by
defending President Grant's Indian Peace Policy and demanding
that whites stop violating Indian rights and use a policy of
justice. 35 This is where the body of national attention eventually
focused; not really on the Indian but on those whose policy was to
blame for the national disaster.
The dramatic arguments over Indian policy following the massacre consequently served to reinforce national opinion that the
native population should not in any way be considered part of the
American tradition. Imagery was totally negative and a frank expression of racial prejudice. With few exceptions, everything
available to the public visualized only one fate for the Indians-the
entire destruction of his way of life. One rare exception to the rule
came in a letter to The Nation from Lewis H. Morgan who proposed an alternative solution. Morgan suggested that the plains
tribes be allowed to retain some aspects of their traditional culture
by being slowly converted to cattlemen rather than agriculturalists.
Yet even here, in this lone suggestion of a different policy, the
ethnocentrism came out. Morgan believed that the pastoral life
would eventually assimilate these people into the mainstream of
American society.36
Viewing popular imagery of the American Indian in the centennial year thus leads to several conclusions. The vast majority
of the public-those who formed opinions primarily from what they
read, heard, or saw displayed-were treated to a one-sided view of
the Indian. Still, interest levels were extremely high and the nation
avidly devoured all available materials. The Indian was fascinating
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and the subject of great interest, but the stereotypes created by
society prevented any real chance to see value in his culture or any
reason to preserve it. It is also evident that such a large body of
public opinion, agreeing on fundamentals, exercised a strong effect
on the future course of Indian affairs. Public views convinced
policy makers that their course of reservations and obliteration of
the lndian life was necessary and justified. These images further
demonstrate why, when the nation celebrated its centennial, the
Indian participated only in the form of a curiosity. It has taken
nearly another hundred years to begin correcting the stereotypes.
Meanwhile, the Indian population has continued to suffer from
views in vogue a century ago. In this respect, the popular opinions
of 1876 show more about American society than they do about the
Indian.
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AMERICAN INDIANS ANbTHE BICENTENNIAL

DONALD L. PARMAN

THE fate of the American Indian during the past fifteen years
represents complex changes in federal policies, a continued shift of
population from reservations to urban areas; and drastic alterations
in how Indians perceive themselves and how the general public
views them. Taken together, Indian affairs have undergone a revolution that is perhaps the most significant since the start of the
reservation system in the nineteenth century.
'
To a large degree the Indians' changed image can' be attributed
to their fears of the forced termination and relocation poliCies of the
Eisenhower administration. As D'Arcy McNickle aptly suggests,
most Indians see their reservations and historic treaties as symbolic
of their continuation as a distinct people. The withdrawal of
federal commitments during the 1950S threatened their land base,
their special legal status, and, indeed, their survival as Indians. r
The disastrous results of tenilination::imong the Klamaths and
Menominees, two of the wealthiest tribes, bred anxieties among
unterminatedtribes which still linger. '
If the Kennedy administration achieved nothing else, it at least
reduced the Indians' fears about termination, and it marked a shift
toward a policy of self-determination and, respeCt for the Indian
heritage. Secretary of Interior StewartL Udall in 1961 dispatched
a task force through Indian country to investigate conditionS' and
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opinions. The group's report in July criticized termination without
openly disavowing it. The members recommended that Indians use
their statutory power to review Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
budgets and to assume greater control over reservation matters. The
task force also advocated increased development of economic and
natural resources on reservations, especially the attraction of industrial firms. A second task force sponsored by the Fund for the
Republic surveyed reservations at about the same time and reached
similar conclusions. 2
The start of the Kennedy administration also witnessed the first
evidence of a new militancy among younger Indians. At a meeting
at the University of Chicago in the summer of 196 I, some five
hundred delegates from the West and Alaska gathered for a week
of heated debate which produced a significant document, "A
Declaration of Indian Purpose."3 The sentiments expressed were
perhaps less important than the fact that Indians of various ages,
tribes, educational and economic levels, and degrees of acculturation could agree on this or any set of beliefs.
Soon after the Chicago meeting the more youthful and aggressive participants formed the National Indian Youth Council
(NIYC). Obviously inspired by the civil rights movement, NIYC
leaders were "of radical persuasion," and they identified with the
more traditional and impoverished elements of the Indian population. Although bitterly critical of the recent termination and relocation policies of the BIA, their chief focus of discontent appeared to be on the National Congress of American Indians and on
tribal leadership, particularly among the Five Civilized Tribes.
The National Congress and Oklahoma leaders, according to the
NIYC, did not represent "real" Indians but stood for the wealthier
and more acculturated. Such leaders might have a blood claim as
Indians, but they were psychologically white. Moreover, existing
leadership exerted a right wing influence which negated potential
cooperation between Indians and the civil rights movement. This,
in. tum, thwarted the activists' hopes of making Indian problems
known to the general public. 4
The NIYC, loosely operated through Indian clubs on western
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campuses, issued a newspaper for students called ABC: Americans
hefore Columhus, and tried to stimulate young Indians into taking
a more activist stance. NIYC publicity concentrated on such
themes as the necessity for an Indian revolution, pan-Indianism,
and retention of Indian identity. A charismatic Ponca from Oklahoma named Clyde Warrior became the chief prophet of the
movement. A complex personality, Warrior had once debated
whether to fight in Vietnam or join the civil rights movement and
had ended up spending a summer with the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in Mississippi. A sarcastic
humorist, Warrior spiced his speeches with the hip rhetoric of
militant blacks, denouncing not· only whites as racists, fascists,
colonialists, and reactionaries, but also classifying some Indians as
well as Uncle Tomahawks or Apples. 5
Before his premature death, Warrior resigned from the govern~
inK board of the NIYC because so many young Indians were
getting "sucked into the system." His complaint doubtlessly reflected NIYC members' participation in sweeping administrative
changes taking place on reservations in the mid-I 96os. Traditionally all federal programs for Indians, except for the Indian Health
Service, had been controlled by the BIA. During the War on
Poverty, however, many new agencies to combat Indian destitution
began direct operations on reservations including the Job Corps;
Head Start,. Upward Bound, and VISTA. More importantly, the
Community Action Program permitted tribaLgovernments to obtain
grants for technical services from the Office of Economic Oppor~
tunity and to administer them without BrA direction. 6 Even private
Indian organizations received federal grants for projects.
The impact of self-determination and new reservation programs
obviously needs additional investigation before any final assessments can be reached, but several important effects already are
clear. Certainly the BIAfound itself relatively weakened by the
new programs, and reservation superintendents, rather than directors of federal efforts,. assumed the role of ambassadors between
tribal governments "and outside agencies. 7 It would appear ·that
existing tribal leaders sometimes found themselve.s undercut by
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War on Poverty agencies. On larger reservations, councils usually
formed tribal authorities to coordinate the new programs only to
find that War on Poverty administrators sometimes operated at
odds with existing tribal leadership. On the Navajo reservation, for
example, a young tribal chairman named Raymond Nakai had
won· the election in 1962 primarily on his promise to "kick the
old bastards out." The chainnan later enticed Peter McDonald, a
Navajo project engineer at Hughes Aircraft Company, to leave his
well~paid job and to return to the reservation to head the Office of
Navajo Economic Opportunity (ONEO). Once in his new post,
McDonald used his endless appearances at local chapter meetings
on behalf of ONEO to defeat Nakai in 1970. In the meantime,
Nakai had tried toremove from the reservation a white lawyer who
headed DNA, a poverty agency which offered legal services to
Navajos. A federal court decision held that Nakai had no legal
power to ban the lawyer from the reservation. 8 Even when tribal
officials controlled the War on Poverty agencies, they found themselves under attack for misappropriation of funds, payoffs from
white contractors, and various other charges.
Several other developments during the Johnson administration
evidenced a growing public awareness of Indians' woes. In 1966
Johnson named Robert Bennett as the first undisputed Indian to
head the BIA since Ely S. Parker during Grant's administration.
Federal departments with responsibilities on reservations began to
hire Indian administrators and to establish Indian positions in
WashIngton. In March 1968 Johnson created the National
Council on Indian Opportunity (NCIO) under supervision of the
office of the Vice-President. Composed of seven important officials,
eight Indian representatives, and a small professional staff, the
NCIO was designed to coordinate the War on Poverty programs
and to insure that Indians shared fairly in federal expenditures. 9
Significantly, Johnson announced formation of the NCIO in a
special message to Congress. This was the first time that a special
message had dealt solely with Indian affairs. These changes, however, were weakened by Johnson's announcement of his retirement
three weeks later.
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Richard· Nixon's campaign in 1968 showed a surprising sensi~
tivity to Indians' fears of a Republican revival of termination -and
relocation. In a message to the National Congress of American
Indians (NCAI), Nixon strongly denied any' intention of .overturning self-determination or reverting to Eisenhower's poliCies.
AsPresident"elect, he commissioned historian Alvin M. Josephy,
Jr., to conduct a study of past and present policies in order to
suggest new reforms;10
.
Once in office, the Nixon officials moved somewhat slowly in
implementing the campaign promises. In the summer of 1969 the
President appointed Louis R. Bruce, a Sioux-Mohawk, as Indian
commissioner. Bruce's qualific::ttions - were promising. although
uriusual. A New York advertising executive and long-standing
Republican, he had been critical of forced termination and relocation. His lack of governmental background and his promise to
shake up the BIA created support for his appointment. Nixon not
only met his own campaign promises to retain the NCIO,but he
greatly enhanced the agency's power. Previously the NCIO had
operated with-funds and personnel borrowed from the BIA, but the
administration: secured congressional. authorization and separate
funding by early . I 970. - The new NCIO executive director,
Robert Robertson, enjoyed considerable access to the White House.
Robertson report~d to C. D. Ward, an advisor to Spiro Agnew, arid
Ward worked through Bradley Patterson..Pattersqn was an assistant
to Leonard Garment, one of Nixon's advisors for· domestic affairs
and widely touted as the administration's "houseliberal."ll The climax to these promisingdevelopments occurred when the
President presented his special message on Indian affairs to Congress on July 8, 1970. The message largely had been written by
young Indian -staffers of the N CI 0 and redrafted after suggestions
by Bruce and various Indian employees. 12 Briefly, Nixon asked
Congress to repeal the termination laws, requested legislation to
permit tribes to act as contractors for services currently provided by
theBIA and HEW, called for Indian control over reservation
schools, recommended the creation of an Indian trust counsel au'-:thority to represent tribes in disputes involving natural resources,
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and asked for the authorization of a new assistant secretary of interior to represent Indians at a higher level of government. Nixon
also requested additional money for Indian health, education,
urban centers, and the BIA revolving loan fund. IS This message
and the other changes elated many Indians who anticipated that
they now could bypass BIA red tape and obtain sympathetic action
at higher levels of government.
The widespread public enthusiasm for the message, however,
might have been chastened by a more careful assessment. While
Nixon promised to meet the traditional trust responsibilities imposed by treaties and statutes, he did not propose an expansion of
these obligations to the growing urban Indian population, estimated
at between 40 to 50 percent of all Indians. Tribesmen who left
their reservations would be served by the regular federal agencies
such as HEW, HUD, Labor, and Commerce. 14 Somewhat similarly, the administration wanted to work only through duly constituted Indian tribal leaders, and it rejected cooperation with dissident leaders and groupS.15 Finally, the important items in Nixon's
message were dependent on congressional authorization. For example, when the BlA attempted to institute contracting, citing the
Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834 and other such obscure legal
grounds, Wayne Aspinall of Colorado, powerful chairman of the
Hous~ Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, rejected both contracting
and the legal argument for it. 16 According to Nixon spokesmen,
they would have encountered even stronger opposition had they
tried to expand trust services to urban Indians. 17
By this time the militancy of young Indians had increase-d immeasurably from Clyde Warrior's heyday. Their skepticism was
aroused originally by Walter Hickel, the new secretary of interior,
who seemed to vacillate from support for Indian reforms to criticisms that the government overprotected Native Americans. Activists appeared in force at the 1969 NCAI convention at Albuquerque to express their displeasure with Hickel who was to attend. 18
The following December an activist group seized Alcatraz Island
in San Francisco Bay, claiming that the Sioux Treaty of 1868 permitted Indians to occupy unused public lands. The occupiers de-
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manded,that the government build centers for art, education, ecology, religion, history, and culture. Several points concerning the
Alcatraz occupation are particularly significant. The public's reaction, both local and national, was overwhelmingly favorable.' The
public seized upon the idea that the most famous and" notorious
federal prison might be used to benefit this deprived minority.19
Not only did the Nixon administration seem aware of this public
reaction, but officials quickly agreed to negotiate with the Alcatraz
group in hope that a setclementwould serve as a symbol of good
faith between themselves and Indians everywhere. Above all else,
they wanted to avoid any public outcry against violence.
Despite the administration's willingness to negotiate, its own
legalistic outlook combined with problems among the Indians
themselves thwarted a solution. The early bargaining sessions
headed by Robert Robertson of the NCIO revealed severe dissensions and a high turnover rate among the occupiers. 20 Frustrated
by the Indians' insistence that agreements must meet the approval
of., all, Robertson encouraged the organization of the Bay' Area
Native American Council (BANAC), which included some representatives from Alcatraz but primarily was drawn from Indians
from greater San Francisco. Robertson obviously hoped that concessions on urban services to BANAC would force the Alcatraz
group to relent. 21 After a satisfactory arrangement with BANAC,
however, Robertson learned that the Alcatraz Indians still refused
to leave the island. By May 1970 both sides had developed their
own nonnegotiable demands. The Indians rejected a temporary
and symbolic withdrawal, and the administration refused to turn
over final title to the island. The negotiations broke off by 'mid1970 when the Alcatraz leaders refused the administration's final
offer of an open air park operated by the National Park Service but
devoted to Iridian themes and staffed by Indian employees. 22 In
June 1971 when public interest had diminished, the administration quietly removed the last Indians from Alcatraz.23
In the meantime Nixon officials sought to utilize the return of
the ownership of Blue Lake to Taos Pueblo as a symbol of their
interest in reform. Although Blue Lake lacked the name identifica-
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tion of Alcatraz, the issue involved was, highly meaningful for
Indians. The T aosefios had' used the forty-eight-thousand-acre
tract of lake and timberlandfor centuries to conduct their religious
ceremonies. They had accepted incorporation of Blue Lake Into
Carson National Forest in 1906 as, a means of protecting it from
white encroachment. Later, however, the ForestService embittered
the Taosefios by opening Blue Lake to white'tourists, fishermen;
and hikers. Viewing the visitors and their litter as a religious
desecration, Governor Severino Martinez appealed to the Kennedy
administration for the return of Blue Lake, but in a nasty interde:"
partmerital squabble the Department of Agriculture refused to
release the land. Taos won ,a cash settlement for Blue Lake from
the Indian Claims Commission in '1965, but Martinez rejected the
funds and demanded a return of the land, itself. The necessary
legislation consistently was blocked by New Mexico politidans;24
Nixon officials unquestionably saw the Blue Lake issue as
much more compatible with their philosophy than the Alcatrai
situation; In this instance they were dealing with reservation
Indians, legitimate tribal authorities, and a misuse of the government's trust responsibilities. After Nixon strongly urged the return
of Blue Lake to the Pueblos in his special message, theadministra:"
tion mobilized to pass the necessary legislation. Agnew's teenage
daughter visited Taos in the summer of 1970 as a gesture of support.' 'Those aware of the informal but effective veto over Indian
matters exercised by western congressmen must have been astonishedwhen the administration overrode New Mexico Senator
Clinton Anderson's opposition to returning Blue Lake. Anderson;
incidentally, had allegedly threatened to work against Nixon's
attempt to fund the Anti-Ballistic Missile system if the Blue Lake
legislation passed. The return of Blue Lake to the Pueblos and of
lands to the Yakimas, the settlement of Alaska land claims, and a
doubled ,BIA appropriation also were endorsed willingly by the
administration because these measures corresponded with its
philosophy 6f Indian affairs.25
Unfortunately, the government's sU,ccesses did not avert a serious
division within the BIA which developed in 1971. Bruce's Braves,
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a dozen or so young activists appointed by the: commissioner to
revamp the BIA, shared little of the administration's legalistic and
inhibited attitudes toward trust responsibilities.' Instead; they demanded that the government initiate contracting with tribes, show
greater protection for Indian land and water rights, and give increaSed employment preference in BIA posts. without worrying
about legal ramifications: Their critiCism was aimed at Wilma L
Victor, a Choctaw educator and special assistant on Indian Affairs
to the secretary of the interior, and at John O.Crow:, a quarterblood Cherokee and career BIA administrator who served as deputy
~ominissjorier.26 .According· to the Braves, Crow constantly op.:
structed their attempts to restructure the organization and functions
of the BIA. For his part, Crow claimed that he was merely "trying
to bring a bit ofmanagerial order to the bureau" and to rebuild
morale. 27 The militants retorted that Crow was one~quarter Cher~
oke~and three-quarters bureaucrat. A thirdtarget6f the Braves was
Harrison Loesch, an: outspoken Colorado lawyer who, acted as
assistant secretary of interior for 'publiclandmanagement,28 As
Bruce's immediate' superior, .Loesch wielded a:, conservative' veto
over BIAactivities:
'
By this time the ,Nixon administration's. chary attitude toward
extending special services to urban Iodians also had provokedcom~
plaints from LaDonna, Harris, a part-Comanche and. wife' of
Senator Fred A. Harris of Oklahoma; An original appointee to the
NCIO,Mrs. Harrishad conducted public hearings on Indian proble~s in five cities in 1968 and 1969. She strongly disapproved·.of
the administration's policy that urban Indians tnustrely, on the
same federal agencies as the' general public. She contended that
inany Indians were being rebuffed by welfare workers and· being
told that they .must depend on the BIA. While Mrs. Harris admitted that the administration;s position on urban Indians might
be logical, she maintained that "right and reality are not always
compatible" and that Indians deserved special help in their difIicult adjustment to urban life. To further her cause, she founded
the Americans for Indian Opportunity?9 As an active reformer and
Indian leader; wifeo£. an important political figure, anq vocal
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critic, Mrs. Harris was viewed with a mixture of fear and amusement among the Department of Interior leaders.
Even the normally conse~ative National Congress of American
Indians had become a militant group by this time. Members at the
1971 convention elected Leon Cook as president. Cook had been
one of Bruce's Braves before his resignation, and he viewed the
Nixon policies as a disguised form of termination. His presidepcy
of NCAI saw the organization attempt to form coalitions with
various activist groups in order to pressure the administration. 30
Faced with more vocal criticisms, the Nixon officials responded
by strengthening their ties with reservation leaders. The administration virtually guided the formation of the National Tribal
Chairmen's Association (NTCA) in 1971. 31 Quite obviously, the
administration sought to tap the support of the generally conservative tribal leaders and to create the impression that they alone were
valid Indian spokesmen. The facts that the NTCA shared offices
with the NCIO and that the government paid members' expenses
to conventions indicated that the new organization had replaced
the National Congress as the group with which the administration
would consult on policy matters. Predictably, the preferences
shown to NTCA aroused much hostility among other Indian
groups.
The Nixon officials' problems with urban Indians climaxed
with the emergence of the American Indian Movement (AIM)
and its dominant role in the occupation of the BIA building in
November 1972. Dennis Banks and George Mitchell, two Chippewas, had founded the organization in 1968 to help Indians from
upper Midwest reservations who lived in a Minneapolis ghetto
nicknamed "the reservation."32 The parallels between AIM and
the Black Panthers were striking. Like the Panthers, AIM's
original. target was the indiscriminate arrests by the Minneapolis
police. By instituting "red patrols" to take drunken Indians home
and break up fights, AIM claimed that no police arrests had been
made in "the reservation" for twenty-two consecutive weekends.
Doubtless inspired by aggressive blacks' confrontation tactics, AIM
leaders evidenced little patience in merely requesting help from
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local federal agencies. Clyde Bellecourt, a young Chippewa who
had spent nearly one-half his life in prison, appeared at the NCIO
hearing in Minneapolis in 1969 and stated that Indians "have to
take the same avenues in our Indian way that the blackcommtinity
has taken." He added that his people "should show force [and]
show this to the Office of Economic Opportunity."33
Militant demonstrations by AIM hadbecome commonplace before the "Trail of Broken Treaties." Included were the seizure of
May~ower II and the occupation of Mount Rushmore. Dennis
Banks and several AIM leaders had attended a· government conferenceon urban Indian problems at the Airlie House at Warrenton, Virginia, in December 1970. Not only did the militants take
over the discussion sessions, but after a dispute with. the management, they vandalized the plush conference center and stole cash,
liquor, and food to the tune of $25,000. 34 The Nixon administration played down the episode, but in September I 971 Russ~ll
Means and others AIM figures visited Washington to protest
against the. BIA. With television cameras preceding them; Means's
group occupied the BIA information office and unsuccessfully tried
to place Crow and Victor under citizen's arrests. Two mOnths later,
Means and Banks led a mass demonstration at Gordon, Nebraska,
against the recent murder of a Sioux. Part ~f the protestors afterward stopped at Wounded Knee, South Dakota, roughed up the
trading post owners, and "liberated" a valuable collection of Indian
relics. 31i
While the episode at Gordon aroused considerable Indian support, AIM's prestige slipped soon afterward when it entered a controversy at the Cass Lake Reservation, and local leaders demanded
that AIM ·withdraw.. The organization seemed ·on the verge of
dissolution when several representatives attended the Rosebud Sun
Dance in the late summer of 1972. AIM and local Sioux figures at
the dance decided to plan a protest caravan to Washington on the
eve of the November elections. The final plans were set at a conference in Denver in late September and early October. Eight organizations were to participate in the ."Trail of Broken Treaties."
According to publicity releases, the caravan would expel all who
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engaged in violence and civil disorder. The protestors wanted only
topublicizeIndian woes, negotiate peacefully with federal officials,
and stage religious ceremonies. 36
.
Questions about Iailure to provide adequate living accommodations for the caravan and about the occupation of the BIAbuilding
on November 2 as a premeditated or a spur-of-the-moment affair
became secondary. The conRietnow centered round a list of twenty
demands which AIM leaders presented to the administration; they
refused to leave the bureau until Nixon officials agreed to negotiate.
The list of demands,. which ran thirteen pages of single-spaced,
type, called for a thorough restructuring of federal trust responsibilities; Some items, such as the abolition of the BIA and the
establishment of an Indian agency in the Office of the President,
were fairly commonplace and moderate. The creation of a inalienable Indian land base6f I 10 million acres and the full restoration
of treaties asa means of conducting Indian affairs; however, must
have proved mind-boggling even to Nixon subordinates with elevatednotionsabout executive privilege. 37 None of the demands
could have been met without congressional approval. In short, the
administration faced a situation that violated its central philosophy
regarding trust obligations and legitimate tribal leaders, but the
Indians refused-to leave until their demands were met~ Loesch and
Interior Department· conservatives clearly wanted the occupation
ended. immediately and by force if necessary. They solicited numerous statements from the NTCA and tribal leaders denouncing
the-BIA takeOver. 38 But ]ohnEhrlichmanand his staff feared a
public reaction against a blood bath with the election impending
on November 9. 39
On November 6 the White House dispatched Leonard Garment
and Frank Carlucci to take over negotiations. Garment and Carlucci primarily dealt with Hank Adams whom they considered one
of the mor~ responsible caravan leaders. A set of agreements was
reached by the evening of November 8 which promised that the
administration would recommend nonprosecution of thoseinvolved
in the occupationind would review. the twenty demands and other
grievances. 4o Most intriguing was the distribution of $66,600 to the
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Indians in the BIA building'to defray their travel expenses home.
According to some spokesmen, the rank and file received little of
the money, and AIM used the bulk of it- to buy weapons for the
outbreakat Wounded Knee in February 1973. 41
Although the documentation for Wounded, Knee is less abun~
dant, the main issue is altogether clear. Full-blooded Sioux' had
complained since the 1930S that the tribal council on Pine Ridge
was dominated by corrupt mixed-bloods who obtained the majority
of the federal jobs and benefits and grossly discriminated against
the traditionalists. 42 Chairman Dick Wilson incensed both thetraditionalists and AIM members by using Indian police to harass
them, arid he especially offended the militants by labeling them a
bunch of misfits, renegades, and, bums who sponged off the poOrer
tribesmen. 43 An unsuccessful recent attempt to impeach Wilson
produced an alliance between the full-bloods and AIM. The main
demand of the Wounded Knee protes~ors was that the goverhment
overturn, Wilson and the existing tribal constitution' and' replace
both with a traditional tribal government based on bands and local
cc:mimunities. The official reSponse to this, both before and during
Wounded Knee, was that such interference would violate the
government's trust responsibilities and self-determinatipn, and th~
full-bloods' only recourse was to replace Wilson by eleCting some~
oneJelse. In other words, Wilson might bea corrupt chairman, but
he was a legitimate chairman;
.
Rather obviously, the protestors at Wounded Knee experienced
difficulty in conveying their, position to the public. Most nonIndians simply did not understand the intricacies of the central
•issue, and reporters afforded little help. Most newsmen questioned
whether AIM ,leaders were serious or merely seeking publiCity.
Many reporters doubted that the federal government should interfere in a tribal matter. The protestors were ,further angered by
stories based on briefings by federal officials and Wilson's colorful
denunciations' of AIM leaders. Women reporters wer~, especially
irritated by Russell Means's antifeminist pronouncements. By the;;
end of the first month, the Wounded Knee'leaders no longer were
pictured as doomed heroes fighting oppression but as urban toughs
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out for power and ego gratification. Far less than Alcatraz or even
the BIA building occupation, Wounded Knee aroused little public
sympathy and resulted in virtually no real gains. 44
In the meantime, the Nixon administration overturned much of
the machinery it had established to effect its policies. The factional
deadlock within the BIA was broken by firing Bruce and his
remaining Braves, as well as Crow, Victor, and Loesch. When the
Wounded Knee occupation erupted, neither the BIA, the NCIO,
nor White House officials entered into the negotiations, and the
Justice Department managed the affair much like a military operation. In the period afterward, AIM· spokesmen have found themselves under a series of federal suits which have preoccupied their
time or have driven them underground. Racked by Agnew's resignation and the Watergate scandal, the Nixon administration withdrew from Indian reforms.
As the United States enters its third century, Indians have forged
a new image both for themselves and for the public. Whether reservation types or urbanites,' traditionalists or acculturated, Native
Americans no longer are patient, humble, or silent. On the surface
the new image of the Indian may seem like a direct product of such
general trends of the I960s as the antiwar protests, the ecology
drive, distain for authority, and-most clearly-the civil rights
movement Yet to explain the "New Indian" solely by recent social
trends is fearfully erroneous. The contemporary Indian has been
affected by these general phenomena but only because they presented him with new tools of protest. They did not destroy his
desire to remain an Indian nor his hope that he could somehow
remind a government and a society that they have seldom understood or fulfilled their special obligations to the original Americans.
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THE MISSIONS OF NEW MEXICO, 1776: A DESCRIPTION BY FRANCISCO
ATANASIO DOMINGUEZ WITH OTHER CONTEMPORARY DOCUMENTS.
Trans. and annotated by Eleanor B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press Reprint, 1975. Pp. xxi,
387. Illus., gloss., index. $25.00.
AMONG the many lasting contributions to New Mexican and Spanish
colonial history made by Fray Angelico Chavez and Eleanor Adams was
the translation and annotation of the Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez
manuscript discovered at the Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico in 1928 by
France V. Scholes. Published twenty"two years ago, it became an oftenconsulted reference for New Mexico's last century of Spanish occupation.
It was to its era what the Benavides report was to the early seventeenth
century.
The present facsimile reprint of the original work was not only much
needed, but timely. It makes Father Dominguez's report available to all who
are seriously interested in colonial New Mexico. Furthermore, it comes at
an appropriate time to acquaint others with conditions in a part of the
United States frequently ignored in the Bicentennial fervor. New Mexico,
like its sister states, has an important role in the two hundredth anniversary
of the nation's birth.
The narrative of Father Dominguez, partially derived from his four
month trek with Fray Silvestre Velez de Escalante to open a trail between
Santa Fe and Alta California, examines all the missions and secular communities of New Mexico thoroughly. Father Dominguez described in painstaking detail the locations of missions, the Third Order, cofradias, chapels,
convents, regular clergy, and historical matters relating to villas, poblaciones, and Indian pueblos. Also, he provided information on languages,
arable lands, waters, agricultural products, and on demographical observations, including classes, families, and numbers of families or persons resid-
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ing in Spanish and Pueblo Indian settlements, as well as those of genizaros.
.Descriptive footnotes added by the translators are as valuable as the text
itself. Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco's "Map of the Interior Province of New
Mexico" (1779) and Joseph de Urrutia's map of the Villa of Santa Fe (circa
1766-1768) add measureably to the quality of the product, as do the
sketches of Horace T. Pierce, miscellaneous letters of Fathers Dominguez
and Escalante, lists of Franciscans and settlers,. a superb glossary, and an
index.
This volume is a monumental account, a classic, an indispensable reference for scholars, libraries, those interested in the Spanish Borderlands, and
historians of colonial Latin America. Both the Thirty-first New Mexico
State Legislature and the University of New Mexico Press should be commended for making it available for all to enjoy and use in advancing our
cultural kTIowledge of New Mexico during the Bicentennial and for years
and generations to come..

Florida State University

OAKAH L. JONES
,

,

CRIMSON DESERT: INDIAN WARS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST. By Odie
B. Fa·ulk. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. Pp. xii, 237.Illus.,
notes, bibliog., index. $8.95.
~'HEREIN.iS a history. of the wars 6f the Southwest, a summary and a synthesis of the bloody confrontation between white and red." With this and
other prefatory enticements about screams and moans, deeds of daring and
dishonor, one expects a chronicle virtually written in blood. The balance of
the book doesn't carry off this theme and the reason isn't hard to find; relations with non~Pueblo Indians during the late nineteenth' century were
typically ~m uneasy peace, with violent confrontations as the exceptions.
The time frame is primarily 1846-1886; the settings are New Mexico,
Arizona, and Texas. On one side are the Navajo, Comanche, and southern
Apache, while in opposition stands an intruding white race, understood
here to be Angl<rAmericans: Two chapters are devoted to the three Indian
groups. Faulk follows events in Navajoland from the Doniphan treaty to
the return from the Bosque Redondo. Comanche history drops back to the
late eighteenth century and continues into 1875; the scene here is Texas
except where in pp. 1°9-22 Faulk Simply condenses from Kenner's A
History of New Mexican-Plains Indian Relations (mainly pp. 120-51 of
the latter). The Chiricahuas and Mimbres are the two Apache groups
treated, from the time of Juan Jose's murder to the last surrender of
Geronimo.
As a one-volume popular history, this one fails on several points. The
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author's geographic knowledge of the Southwest is certainly questionable:
he apparently confuses the Kaibab Plateau with Black Mesa; puts Mount
Tsikomo on the Continental Divide when it lies a mountain range east of
the latter; implies that the Tularosa Agency for the Warm Springs Apache
was at Tularosa, New Mexico; and coins the name Jor-nada de Muerta
(with Fort Thorn at the northern end). Other inaccuracies include the old
assertion that General Carleton had an Indian reservation in mind when he
established Fort Sumner at the Bosque Redondo; that Fort Conrad was
renamed Fort Thorn or Fort Craig; and that the Uto-Aztecan-speaking
Comanche were in some sense "cousins" of the Algonkian-speaking
Cheyenne.
The better-known encounters and many minor incidents are in the text,
but emphasis may occasionally be misplaced or overdrawn. A thoroughly
obscure affair which involved some lumbermen and southern Apaches in
an ambush-and-retribution trade-off receives almost a page, while the
infamous Camp Grant massacre merits ten lines. Alleged Comanche
hostility towards New Mexico just prior to and during the Civil War
absorbs nine pages, yet on the eve of the Adobe Walls campaign General
Carleton himself could only recall rather petty Comanche forays in the
1850S and knew of no attack on settlements since 1861. Ranald Mackenzie
indeed chased Kickapoo Indians in 1873; the Kickapoos treated southwestern Texas with all the care that the Comanches gave to northern and
western Texas. The Army and a very battered citizenry had to contend
with both groups, and at the same time.
More consequential than errors or emphasis is an evident bias, as where
in a surprising final chapter the author again asserts the theme of the
preface. The elimination of Spanish-speaking Americans from a racial
dichotomy, Chapter I characterizations which Indians may read as patronizing, and perhaps the twice-quoted gibe at Santa Fe as a sink of vice and
extravagance, all seem to manifest this attitude;
Finally, these pages contain wooden people; Indians, Indian agents,
soldiers, and governors have their tum on stage, but their story dOesn't
come to life here. For an accurate and readable one-volume summary, a
better value is Dunn's classic Massacres of the Mountains (1886 and
various reprints).

Ottawa, Canada

JOHN

P. WILSON
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INDIAN LAND TENURE: BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ESSAYS AND A GUIDE TO THE
LITERATURE. By Imre Sutton. New York: Clearwater Publishing Co.,
1975. Pp. xviii, 290. Illus., map, bibliog., indexes. Cloth $18.50, Paper
$6·95·
IN recent years several books and articles have appeared that reflect the
growing interest in the subject of this volume. The activities of the Indian
Claims Commission since 1946 have been the principal motivation for
research and publication in the area of Indian land tenure. However, of
increasing significance is the recognition by both. whites and Indians that
the tribalism whose values daily are receiving reaffirmation is hardly a
tangible concept without a land base.
Sutton comes to this task as a geographer whose doctoral dissertation was
a study of Indian land cessions and the establishment of reservations in
Southern California. For the book which is the subject of this review he
conducted a survey of the literature that was very thorough. It included
not only articles and books, but some unpublished theses and dissertations.
Several of the theses and dissertations he did not actually see, however, these
are clearly identified.
The author chose a classification system with seven principal subdivisions: aboriginal occupancy and territoriality,· land cessions and establishment of reservations, land administration and hmd utilization, aboriginal
title and land claims; title clarification and change, tenure and jurisdiction,
and tenure and culture change. The relevantliterature for each section is
discussed, primarily with reference to scope and tl1esis. Conflicting viewpoints are identified, but Sutton does not usually make' a judgment on the
quality of the individual items. He does indicate some areas needing
investigation.
An unusual feature of this volume, and one adding to its utility, is the
inclusion of not one index, but three. In addition to ilie usual subject
inde~, there are tribal and geographical indexes. Moreover, each chapter
is followed by a list of works cited, and there is a general bibliography.
Sutton has included some items, and ignored others, that might have
been evaluated differently by another bibliographer. Nevertheless, his
grasp of the literature is remarkable and he has produced a very valuable
and most conve~lent research tool. He and the Newberry Library, which
provided some financial support for the publication of this volume, are to
be congratulated.

State University of New York, Fredonia

WILLIAM T. HAGAN
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T ALES OF THE SUPERSTITIONS: THE ORIGINS OF THE LOST DUTCHMAN
LEGEND. By Robert Blair. Tempe: Arizona Historical Foundation, 1975.
Pp. viii,I75.Illus., maps, notes, app., index. Cloth $8,95, paper $4.95.
FORTY-FIVE years ago this reviewer spent many an extended weekend
camping and riding in the tangle of canyons, buttes, and "needles" that are
hidden behind the photogenic face of Superstition Mountain in southern
Arizona. In those days the Superstitions were known as lovely, wild, and
dangerous country; and as we huddled over desert campfires, we talked
excitedly about the latest in the many deaths that the Superstitions had
brought to visionaries who invaded the mountain fastness in search of the
legendary Lost Dutchman mine. The remains of Adolph Ruth, a hopeless
greenhorn who allegedly possessed a secret Mexican map, had just been
found.
Our talk, like the contemporary burst of newspaper writing stirred up by
the Ruth episode, never got beyond the stage of repeating the often contradictory local legends about the Lost Dutchman mine. Robert Blair, by
contrast, has done an infinitely patient job of tracking down each rumor or
anecdote, analyzing it, and carefully sorting out the few verifiable facts
from the mass of tall tales and outright lies. The result is an historical
detective story that any aficionado will follow with fascinated interest. If
Mr. Blair does not write as fluently as did J. Frank Dobie in Coronado's
Children: Tales of Lost Mines and Buried Treasure, nevertheless, his narrative is clear, direct, highly informative, and at times downright exciting.
He proves decisively that 99 percent of the legends are-legends, and
usually most implausible legends. He carefully digs out the very few
definite facts about Jacob Waltz, the unsuccessful German prospector
("Dutchman," if you will), whose supposed deathbed revelations to the
woman who looked after him in his old age are the source of the central
part of the legend. By the time Mr. Blair has finished, he has destroyed
the Lost Dutchman mine as a reality, and yet this reviewer will wager a
silver dollar to a tortilla that Mr. Blair's admirable detective work will not
persuade the true believers to abandon their hopeless and sometimes dangerous quest.
California Institute of Technology

RODMAN W. PAUL

THE BIG BEND: A HISTORY OF THE LAST TEXAS FRONTIER. By Ronnie C.
Tyler. Washington: National Park Service, 1975. Pp. xxi, 288. Illus.,
maps, notes, bibliog., index. No price indicated.
THE Big Bend is fascinating. Driving through it in summer or winter, the
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traveler is attracted by the many varieties of .sand, soil, rocks, cactus, and
other Bora· and fauna of the desert environment. The total aspect is
strangely beautiful and complex. Not a small part of th~ history of and
myths surrounding the area are linked to the existence of the RIo Grande,
whi,ch was able to conquer the Big Bend (and give it its name) when it
carved deep canyons through mountains and faults to find its way to the
Gulf of Mexico. .
The National Park Service of the Department of the Interior, in conjUrlction ~th the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art of. Fort Worth,
has published in this volume an interpretive study of the Big Bend National Park. Written with peJ;ception and enthusiasm by Ronnie C. Tyler,
curator of history of the Amon Carter Museum, the book describes in welldocumented chapters the natural environment of the Big Bend, the IndiaIl
cultures, the Spanish and then the AnghAmerican approach to it, and the
resulting progress of man's "conquest" of the Big Bend. Understandably,
the account ends with the long and ultimately successful effort to have the
Big Bend designated a National Park.
An additional purpose of the book is that it serves as a companion for
the Big Bend Exhibition-a collection of paintings, photographs, and maps
assembled by the museum for display at various points in Texas during 1975
and 1976. Mostare reproduced in the book and the rich, imaginative, and
artistic photographs of mountains and canyons give an evocative, visual
element to the book. The reproduction of old photographs of nineteenth
and early twentieth century explorers and other types who ventured. into
the area, along with photographs depicting developing technologies in the
physical subjugation of the region, increase the .reader's understanding of
the evolution of society there.
Included is a helpful list of historic spots in the park with· a brief
description of each. For serious students a bibliographical essay describes
the kinds and nature of historical sources available for a study of the Big
Bend. The index is useful, ,though not exhaustive. Does one quibble with
little things in such a satisfactory book as the spelling of a chapter division
heading on page 23 where "Las Entradas" appears as "Los Entrados" or the
misspelling of two names of ~lorers on the map on page 27?

Texas Tech University

DAVID

M.

VIGNESS
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MR. POLK'S WAR: AMERICAN OPPOSITION AND DISSENT, 1846-1848. By
John H. Schroeder. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1973. Pp.
xvi, 184. Illus., bibliog., index. $12.50'
JOHN H. SCHROEDER'S study of the opposition to the Mexican War probably should have been titled An Exercise in Frustration for that was the
effect of the war on its opponents. They could not prevent its outbreak,
affect its course, or hasten its end. Even in the states where opposition was
strongest-Massachusetts and Ohio-the antiwar forces could not dissuade
whole regiments of the war's- supporters from marching off to battle; nor
could the opponents of the war command enough votes in Congress to
force the Polk administration into actions which it did not desire.
Dr. Schroeder writes with an evenness of hand and a detachment which
is hard to find in studies of the antiwar movement. Therein lies the
strength of the book. The opposition to the Mexican War is so widely
known and has been so heavily investigated that little in the book is new.
It is in his ability to place the well known in perspective that Dr. Schroeder
makes his contribution. The study is especially effective in describing the
abolitionists and other radicals within the broader context of mid-nineteenth
century American political life. Thus it makes abundantly clear what a
small fraction of the populace they represented. Even so, the question
remains as to why the opposition accomplished so little. There had been no
strong national consensus of the necessity of the war, and the quick victory which the American psyche seems to demand had not occurred. Had
Dr. Schroeder, with his comprehension and balanced view, undertaken to
answer that question, we would have had a major contribution to our
understanding both of the Mexican War and to the formation of public
opinion.
As it is, Mr. Polk's War is probably most valuable as a study of the
internal divisions of the two major political parties during the period 1846
to 1848. It depicts the start of the shattering of the Whig coalition which
would come in the next decade. Its treatment of the Democrats, while less
thorough than that of the Whigs, throws light on the problems of a strong
president attempting to formulate policies that would be acceptable to a
majority of his party when that party was split into several, largely personally-oriented, factions.
The book is a well-drawn description of the opposition to the Mexican
War, scrupulously documented as befits the doctoral dissertation it once
was. Because of its evenness of treatment Mr. Polk's War should remain
for many years a standard study of the domestic political aspects of the war.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

K. JACK BAUER
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THE WAY TO RAINY MOUNTAIN. By N. Scott Momaday. Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1969. Pp. 88. Illus. $4.95·
N. SCOTT MOMADAY, Kiowa Indian, grew up in Jemez Pueblo, New
Mexico, but he has nostalgia for the Medicine Mound country, the country
of Rainy Mountain in Oklahoma, where his people ended their long migration from the Northwest (Montana, Wyoming, Colorado). Like his
grandmother, he has a kind of racial memory, not only of this land but of
all that land which his.people moved through in some three hundred years:
"Although my grandmother lived out her long life in the shadow of Rainy
Mountain, the immense landscape of the continental interior lay like
memory in her blood. She could tell of the Crows, whom she had never
seen, and of the Black Hills, where she had never been." So Momaday
took a pilgrimage back over all this land: "I wanted to see in reality what
she had seen more perfectly in the mind's eye." The mind's eye, with him,
is. perceptive, acute, sensitive, and highly imaginative. It evokes the feel
of the land and of the people and adds also the search for, and almost
certainly the discovery of, the self-the self through the whole people, and
the people against the background of the land: "From the beginning
the migration of the Kiowas was an expression of the human spirit, and
that expression is most truly made in terms of wonder and delight: 'There
were many people,~ and oh, it was beautiful. That was the beginning of
the Sun Dance. If was all for Tai-me, and it was a long time ago.' "
So there is Grst the land, and then the legends and the history of the
people, and a few vivid memories and remembrances to place the self. This
is the logic of the organization of this very brief book-land subtly evoked
all through, with some twenty-four sections divided into three parts each,
the legend, then the history, then the self. Throughout, these three parts
of each section are set apart typographically, with design by Bruce Gentry,
which is superb, and illustrations by Al Momaday, the author's father,
which are also superb.
You can get the beautifully nostalgic, poetic quality of the whole from
one section about as well as from another. Section XXIV will do as well as
any. First the legend about the woman buried in a beautiful dress, "east
of my grandmother's house," but now nobody knows exactly where. The
legend continued: ''her grave is unmark'ed. She was buried in a cabinet,
and she wore a beautiful dress. How beautiful it was! It was one of those
Gne buckskin dresses, and it was decorated with elk's teeth and beadwork.
That dress is still there, under the ground." Second, the high moccasins
of the grandmother, Aho, "made of softest, cream-colored skins," with "a
bright disc of beadwork-an eight-pointed star, red and pale blue on a
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white field." Third and finally, Scott Momaday the person, a very real
and a very profound person, stating plainly arid clearly how he thinks one
finds himself, what it is one ought to have feelings about, back through
the person to the people to the land:
East of my grandmother's house the sun rises out of the plain. Once in his life
a man ought to concentrate his mind upon the remembered earth, I believe.
He ought to give himself up to a particular landscape in his experience, to look
at it from as many angles as he can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it. He
ought to imagine that he touches it with his hands at every season and listens
to the sounds that are made upon it. He ought to imagine the creatures there
and all the faintest motions of the wind. He ought to recollect the glare of
noon and all the colors of the dawn and dusk.

Scott Momaday is a ,fine artist and so he does not overtly moralize; he
has no invidious comparisons, stated or implied. But doesn't the passage
just quoted make one wish to moralize? How does the person find oi1eself
except through the people and in relation to the land? The stance, the
attitudes of reverence and joy, the poetry are what are important, not the
noise or the things or the fake prosperity or the power. Raping the land
and forgetting the people is not the way. And so what sometimes appears
today to be a terrible discontinuity between tl1e generations of our peoplecouldn't it perhaps have in it something of a rediscovery, like Momaday's,
of what is real and enduring and beautiful?
University

of

New Mexico

DUDLEY WYNN

P. KRAus COLLECTION OF HISPANIC AMERICAN MANUSCRIPTS. By
Benedict Warren. Washington, D. C.: Library of Congress, 1974.
Pp. x, 187. Illus., bibliog., indexes. $17.50'

HANS

J.

THIS is a superb catalog of the approximately 3000 manuscript leaves of
an unusually valuable and interesting predominately sixteenth century
collection of Hispanic-American materials presented to the Library of Congress in 1969 by the well-known bibliophile Hans P. Kraus. All details
necessary to a' scholar are given here in the greatest detail-date, place of
origin, from whom to whom, purpose of the writer, content of document,
endorsements, length of document, when indicated its provenance, and
when known, where it can be found in print. Indeed the content of each
of the 162 items described is so complete that many scholars will find it
unnecessary to consult the original manuscript. This will be especially
true for those 100 items of only one leaf each and for the 3 I other items
of from two to three leaves.
One hundred forty-six items were produced in tl1e sixteentl1 century,
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eight in "the seventeenth, and two in the nineteenth. Forty-one of them
have appeared in print.
The majority of the items pertain to Mexico. Most of the first I 16 originated in the archives of Bishop Juan de Zumarragaand of his successors
to the See of Mexico and relate largely to the Church. Another significant
group reflects the development and impact of the New Laws of 1542 and
touches upon the car~r afFray Bartolome de las Casas. Among the six
pertaining to the inquisition in New Spain is one with information on
the Flemish artist Simon Perenis in Mexico from 1566 to 1603 and on
other artists active there during those years. Other Mexican items deal with
general civil administration, such as the viceregal order of Luis de Velasco,
the elder, and of Antonio de Mendoza and the reports of Juan Ruiz de
Apodaca. Another important Mexican item is the manuscript of the Cronica
Mexicana of Fernando Alvarado Tezozomoc.
Also in the collection are the royal instructions of Diego Benavides y
de la Cueva, as viceroy to Peru, the instructions of Viceroy Pedro Mendinueta y Muzquiz of New Granada to his successor, four items relating to
Spanish Florida, and several items dealing with explorers of America,
namely Amerigo Vespucci, Giovanni da Verrazano, Alvar Nunez Cabeza
de Vaca, Pedro de U rsua, and Lope de Aguirre.
All Spanish-American colonial scholars will bless the compiler, the
Library of Congress and Hans P. Kraus for opening to them this- mine of
historical information. This impeccable guide is a credit to the Hans- P.
Kraus Collection of. Hispanic American Manuscripts which it describes.

Austin, Texas

NETI'IE LEE BENSON

THE PRESIDIO: BASTION OF THE SPANISH BORDERLANDS. by Max Moorhead.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1975. Pp. xiv, 290. Illus., maps,
.
bibliog., index. $9,95,
WITH this work veteran Borderlands historian Max Moorhead of Universityof Oklahoma culminates years of st~dy and research on the Spanish
frontier military. Focusing on the internal frontier military unit which
served as a bastion of Hispanic control, this work is divided between sections on historical evolution of this key institution and on a descriptive
analysis of just how the military performed its functions. An additional
section consists of twenty-one maps of individual presidios as drawn between the years 1766 and 1768 by military draftsman Jose Urrutia who
accompanied the Marques de Rubl on his well-known presidial inspection
tour. A study of these maps, reproduced from originals in the British
Museum, could provide considerable insight into colonial life as it de-
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veloped around the fortincation. For example, presidial town limits, transportation routes, and areas dedicated to agriculture are depicted on almost
all of Urrutia's planos.
Moorhead's early chapters show the steps in transformation of the
presidio "from a simple garrisoned fort with a purely military mission into
the nucleus of a civilian town." The military post, called a presidio in
Spanish overseas possessions, came into being in the sixteenth century to
protect the highway between Mexico City and the Zacatecas mines from
depredations by wild northern Indian tribes (Chichimecos). These early
strong points had only a handful of troops. As the frontier fanned out
northward, the presidios grew in size and in total number, while the role
played expanded to include that of advance agent of European civilization
amidst native Americans.
Since frontier. posts were far distant from viceregal headquarters in
Mexico City, inconsistencies, anachronisms and excesses occurred in administration. Even site locations bore slight relationship to the intended
mission of the presidio. Occasional attempts to remedy shortcomings resulted in intensive investigation of frontier presidios followed by promulgation of new regulations. Such was the case in the 1720S \vith Brigadier
Pedro de Rivera's inspection and the consequent Reglamento of 1729, and
again with the Marques de Rubi's visitation of the 1760s followed by the
important Reglamento of 1772.
Physically "as a defensive edince, the presidio ... was centuries behind
... in basic architectural design," and would have theoretically been easy
prey to a competent rival, but was suited to its primary purpose. Max
Moorhead's most novel interpretation is that the presidio made one of its
most substantial contributions in "the role of an agency for an Indian reservation," thereby leading to pacincation and Europeanization of the hostile
tribes. The evidence substantiates such an assertion in that Indian POWs,
volunteer auxiliaries, peace-seeking hostiles and detribalized native Americans all became part of this "reservation." This, combined with its attractiveness for civil settlers, permitted many presidios later to become
important.cities and towns.
This book is both basic and comprehensive. Rooted in the documents
and as the fruit of lengthy and productive research, the only shortcoming
is its neglect of those presidios that had coastal defense functions combined with the more traditional role. Nevertheless, this is a genuine contribution to regional history and a top level addition to Borderlands scholarship.
University of New Mexico

DONALD C. CUTrER

BOOK NOTES

THOSE interested in a concise chronological outline of United States
history might look at John Clements' CHRONOLOGY OF THE UNITED STATES
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975). Priced at $14.00, this illustrated volume
devotes one or two pages to each year from 1789 through 1974. It lists
important events, includes vital statistics on presidents, statistical information on the Congress and also on the economy. \Vhile it lacks the detail of
Richard Morris' Encyclopedia of American History, this is a handy reference volume that should be particularly useful for high school students.
THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST: ITs· PEOPLE AND CULTURES, by Lynn I.
Perrigo has been a widely used text since its publication in 1971. It is
now available from the University of New Mexico Press. Perrigo, professoremeritus of history at New Mexico Highlands University, deals with
the region of Spanish occupation-the states of California, Arizona, New
Mexico, and Texas. He provides good balance between the Spanish and
Anglo periods, covering subjects ranging from precontact Indian cultures
to the decade of the 1960s. The bibliography of approximately thirty-five
pages is an excellent guide for further reading.
First published in 1947, THE HORSE OF THE AMERICAS, by Robert M.
Denhardt, has been a standard work on that topic. It has been described
as the most comprehensive account of the arrival, spread, and development of the horse in the New World; and because of continued demand,
it has recently been revised and enlarged (University of Oklahoma Press,
1975, $9·95). Denhardt provides an historical narrative and a discussion
of horse lore, various breeds, types, strains and colors on both continents,
and the evolution of the western saddle, as well as brands, the rodeo, and
other related topics.
SEVEN FAMILIES IN PUEBLO POTTERY by the staff of the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology at the University of New Mexico (University
of New Mexico Press, 1974, $4.95) is an attractive and profusely illustrated paperback volume on the Chino and Lewis families of Acoma, the
Nampeyo family from Hopi, the Gutierrez and Tafoya families of Santa
Clara, and the Gonzales and Martinez families of San Ildefonso. This
volume is a tribute to the great skill of the numerous members of these
Pueblo families. NAVAHO PICTORIAL WEAVING by Chalene Cerny (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Foundation, 1975) is also an illustrated
paperback volume. The collection of pictorial tapestries provides excellent
examples of an often forgotten tradition in Navajo weaving.
ANCIENT INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST by Alfred Tamarin and Shirley
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Glubok (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1975, $5.95) is a brief popular
account of precontact Indian cultures in the Southwest. More than ninety
illustrations complement some eighty pages of text with chapters on the
Mogollon, Hohokam, Anasazi, and other cultures.
.Another recent reprint of a standard work is THE PIMA INDIANS by Frank
Russell (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1975, $5.95). First published as an annual report of the Bureau of American Ethnology in 1905,
it presents a laIge body of information on Piman life, culture, history, and
linguistics. Russell did extensive field work with Pima elders at the tum
of the century. A new introduction and an updated bibliography by
Bernard Fontana provide information on more recent scholarship regarding Pima people.
THE SOUTHWEST: SOUTH OR WEST? by Frank E. Vandiver (College
Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1975, $4.00), is an expanded
version of an address delivered to the Southern Historical Association in
1974. In this little volume Vandiver touches on a wide range of southern
and western influences on people in the Southwest.

